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The infortation contained in this report resulted from a survey given to the University of Northern Iowa students who 
graduated at the end of the spring se1ester 1992 . The survey was ad1inistered to these graduates during their 
orientation for co1111ence111ent. As such. the survey instru11ent was constructed t:o require I itt:le time and minimum effort 
to co111plete. A copy is located in the Appendix of I.his rrport. 
The infor1ation obtained fro• the survey instru111ent is presented in the followinq 11anner: I. llRHOGRAPIIIC INFORHAT!ON. 
II. PROFILE DATA BY COLLEGES, III. HISCRLLANEOUS INFORMATION. and IV . SURVRY COMMENTS. 
The section containing DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION is intended to give a brief su111mary of the responding graduating students 
and to co1pare, where possible, with another source to obtain a better picture of the group responding. The PROFILE 
DATA BY COLLEGES section is divided into four general areas as follows: 
A. ACTIVITIES FOUND AT UNI 
B. SERVICES FOUND AT UNI 
C. THE ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT AT UNI 
D. STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AT UNI. 
The MISCllLLANEOUS INFORMATION section su1111arizes the re11aining i teas from the survey instrument that were not 
ho111ogeneous. 
Brief co111ents will be 1ade for each of the tables displayed in the preceding sections, under each of the areas, 
concerning the results obtained from these graduates. Comparisons with the preceding study will also be made, where 
dee1ed significant. 
Two-factor analyses of variance were perfor1ed on each item for the undergraduate degree graduates within Sections II 
and III. Only those items having statistically significant results CO(= 0.05) have been included in this report. 
The interested reader 1ay obtain the co111puter analyses for each item by calling the Office of Institutional Research 
at 273-2037 . 
Open-ended co1ments have been included in Section IV: Survey Co11ents. 
The findings in this study should be used as gross indicators of feelings and attitudes. 
It is hoped that individuals and/or agencies will compare these findings with their information and follow-up as needed 
to deter111ine 111ore clearly what is being indicated. 
I. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
The following comments su1marize some of the information found in Tables 1-8 below. 
The total number of graduating students that responded to this survey was 1284, out of a possible 1809; a 71% return 
with 1156, useable. This was a significant increase of useable returns from the previous study (90% this study, 63% 
last study>. It isn ·t clear why there is a dramatic increase in useable returns. The significantly larger number of 
graduating students this ti1e (590 1ore than last time) is partly due to the inclusion of those students who expected 
to graduate during the 1992 summer session (there will not be a summer graduation ceremony, as in the past> . 
Table 2 sum111arizes the distribution by colleges of the respondents used in this report. The sample variance did not 
exceed 5% from the population: the College of Business Administration was over represented by 3.2% while the Graduate 
College was under-represented by 4.5%. The remainder of the college varied less than?.%. 
The percentage of baccalaureates in the sa1ple was approxi111ately 87%. The population percentage would be 84% (see Table 
3) . 
The majors represented in this survey were ranked from high to low based on frequency of count (Table 4). The 1ajor 
titles were based on the 1990-92 University of Northern Iowa Catalog and updated as needed. The major listing is found 
in the appendix labeled Major Codes. Any 1ajor not exceeding a frequency of seven (7) was grouped under the category 
OTHER. The top seven (7) 1ajors accounted for 56% of all of the majors in this study. This was an increase of 10% 
fro1 last year; Accounting and Management-all accounted for 22% of these majors. Industrial Technology-all (no DITl 
replaced Com1unication-PR this year. The ordering of the remaining were different, however. 
Table 5 shows the distribution by curriculum. The actual percentage of graduated teaching majors was 22%, 5% below 
the reported data. Table 6 indicates the distribution for the year these students first enrolled in 1988. This is 
5% below the corresponding year for the preceding study. There appears to be a corresponding increase this year in 
the number of students beginning their studies at UNI after 1988 (33%, compared to 25% last year>. Table 7 shows that 
84% of these students enrolled in the fall se1ester. Table 8 shows the percentage of students who said they transferred 
to UNI: an increase of 5%. 
In conclusion, there was a representative saaple of students responding to this survey. Thus, it seems appropriate 
to infer to the total population of students who graduated at the end of this spring 1992 semester. 
SUMMARY 
overall, there is little change from last year to this year. This could mean that the problems present last year still 
remain. For example, the graduating students still feel that there exists satisfactory diversity of backgrounds of 
students at UNI, the women are 1ore satisfied than the 1en regarding their development of independence, the fairness 
of grading is suspect, parking facilities still are inadequate, etc . , etc . Or that no problems exist. For example, 
library services are excellent. the student total experience at UNI remains very satisfactory, etc., etc. In-so-far 
as these outcomes are as expected, those responsible should be satisfied. Regardless of the stability, however, there 
re1ain areas requiring further effort to resolve. For example: sexual harassment, especially within certain colleges: 
discrimination: overall education within colleges; placement services for colleges; etc., etc. 
Though only 3 percent of the questionnaires had open-ended com1ents, it is recommended that the reader consult these 
co11ents, found on page 68, for possible additional information concerning their area of interest. 
There is an increasing number of faculty/staff identified as having influenced student development while at UNI. This 






Feoal e 'J-. ,. , ::io.v 59 .3 
Male 518.0 40.7 
T O T A L 1274.0 100 .(l 
Numbe r of mi ssina observations= 10 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION BY INSTRUCTIONAL AREA 
INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS FRE0JENCY PERCENTAGE 
Business 
~ducat ion 
Hu~anities and Fine Arts 
Natural Sciences 
Sccial and Behavioral Sciences 
Continuina Educaticn 
Sracuate 
T O T A L 
Number of missing observations= 2 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION BY DEGREES GRANTED 
TABLE 3 

















---------- ---------- . 
FREDUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Baccalaureates 1092. 0 86 .8 
Graduate Degrees 166.0 13.2 
=============--=-------------------------- ---------- ----------
T O T A L i25E.O 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 26 
3 
TABLE 4 
DISTRIBUTION BY MAJORS 
==========================-=--------------
MAJOR/MAJOR AREAS 






Industrial Tech-All(No D!Ti 
Communication-PR 
Social Werk 








Community Health Education L Recreation 
Physical Education 







Social Science Major 




Special Ed-Mental Disabilities 
OTHER 
T O T A L 




107.0 Q • ,,'I 
95.0 8.3 




49. (! 4.3 
43. 0 3.8 
37.0 3.2 
34.0 3.0 





24.0 2 1 d 
22.0 1. 9 
20.0 1.8 
19.0 !. 7 
19.0 1. 7 
:6.0 1 ' ,,'I 
IL (i 1 • 
J.1..!,V ,,'! 
16.0 1.4 
15.0 l. 3 
1 c'., I} 1 1 ... 
12.0 1.1 
9. (i 0.8 
8.0 (i, 7 
8.0 0.7 
8.0 0.7 
8.0 0. 7 
'l 
!I•'·' u,' 
l i42. 0 100.0 
TABLE 5 




Teaching 304 .0 26.8 
Non-Teaching 832.0 73.2 
T O T A L 1136.0 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 147 
TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF YEAR FIRST ENROLLED 
. ===-===-================================= =========== ·========== 




















T O T A L 
Nu~ber of missin~ observations= 28 
TABLE 7 
SEMESTER FIRST ENROLLED 
1210.0 100.0 
' =======================-===--------------- ---------- ----------
FREDUE~CY PERCENTAGE 
------------------------------------------ ---------- ---- -
Fall 1067.0 84.4 
Spring 155.0 12.3 
Sumr.:er 42.0 j,j 
=====================-===-=-==------------ ---------- ----------
T D T A L i264. 0 100 .0 
------------------------------------------ --------- ---
Nu~ber of missing observations= 20 
TABLE 8 






---------------------------------=-------- ========== ========== 
T O T A L 1242.0 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 42 
5 
II. PROFILE DATA BY COLLEGES 
The reader should keep in aind that the survey instrument did not specify a time period for the graduating 
students. Thus. the respondent could be thinking of the most recent experience and/or one earlier; the time given 
for the student to recall was admittedly short. 
Considerable effort was made to reduce the number of unusable instruments. For instance, this office supplied 
1issing demographic data where possible. 
Each table includes a suHary of the responding graduating students by undergraduate and graduate degrees. The 
responses were further delineated by colleges for the Bachelor degree graduates. As indicated in the introductory 
section, further statistical analyses, two-factor ANOVA. were performed on each item statement in this section. 
These analyses were performed only on the undergraduates. excluding Continuing Education. The weights used for the 
Likert-type scale in Sections A and B were: I-Satisfied, 2-Dissatisfied and 3-Did Not Apply: for Section C: I-
Very Satisfied, 2- Satisfied, 3- Dissatisfied, 4- Very Dissatisfied, and 5-Does Not Apply. 
The column total percentage varies from the traditional cross-tab print-out in that the base used is the row total, 
not the column total . 
A. ACTIVITIES FOUND AT UNI 
The following tables summarize student oprn1ons regarding those items referring to activities available at UNI. 
The alpha-numeric labeled table headings (Tables IA. 2A, etc.) provide information excluding the "DID NOT USE" 











CO~LEGES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 







CGNTiNVJNG ROW GRADUATE 
EDUCAT!Ofi TOTAL COLLEGE 
CATEGORY ----------
ND. I NG. ~ 1 NO. I NO. I ND. ---;--- ;~~----;---- ;;~----;--- - ;~~----;--
-------------- ---------- -----------~~----------- ----------- ----------- ------------
Satisfied 255 68.5 ;24 6:.4· 1 121 67.6 78 70.3 154 79.0 51 68.9 







Dissatisfied 24 6,5 10 5.4110 'i 6 'i h. 5 l'' ,::: 1 4 5 4 
~~:~MN_T07A~S _372 __ 33.4 __ iB4 __ 16.:: _i79 __ 16.1 __ 111 __ 10.o __ 195 __ 17.5 ____ 74 ___ 6.6_- ----------- = ======-~--1115 100.0 i',1 iOO.O 
Number of missing observations= 28 
Tables 1 and IA suaaarize the degree of student satisfaction across colleges with the union prograas at UNI. 
Approxiaately 2i% of all of the undergraduates did not aake use of these prograas. However, of those that did. 93% 
were satisfied. No significant difference between the last study and this one appeared. 
TABLE 1A 
UNION PROGRAMS CMAUCKER UNION) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------
UNDERGRADUATES l i 
COLLEGES ; SCHOOLS I I GRADUATES 
- - -- -- ----------- ----------------------- ---------- ----------- ------------
COLLEGE QF COLLESE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COL~EGE HUHArl IT I ES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF OF A~D FiNE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDl!CATiOfl 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------
NO. '.I: NC. % NO. Y. NO. '.( NO. % 
ROW 
TOiAL 
NO. t/ N 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------
Satisfied 255 91.4 124 92.5 121 92.4 78 94.0 
Dissatisfied 24 8.6 10 7.5 10 7.6 5 6.0 
154 93.9 
10 L t u,1 
51 92. 7 








-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------=--=- -=---=----- ==--==-===== ============ - ========== 
COLLlMN TOTALS 279 33.0 134 :5.8 131 15.5 83 9.8 164 i9.4 55 6.5 846 100.C 61 100.0 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -------------------------





Did Not Use 
TABLE 2 




NO. '.~ NO I 
289 77.7 135 73.0 
1 C 5.1 9 4.9 ' ' 
64 17.2 41 22.2 
- ----------------------------------- ----------- - ----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITiES OF 




SOCiAL & CONTINUHIG ROW GRADUATE 
BEHAVICRAL EDUCATiOrl TOTAL COLLfGf 
SCiEilCES 
----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- - ----------
NO. Y. NO. NO. NO. NO. Y. NO. 
--------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- - ----------
1(16 59.2 81 72.3 128 65.6 42 56.8 781 69.9 63 44.4 
1~ 8 /, 4 3.6 0 4. i 6 0 1 61 5.5 3 2.1 ,J .... u i.JiJ. 
50 u ')'.) •, ...!L.1lr 27 24.1 59 30.3 26 35. ! 275 24.6 ')' I~ 53.5 
------------- ----------- ----------- ·----------- ----------- ----------- ============= =========== = ====~ ·==== 
COLUMN TOTALS 372 33.3 185 16.6 179 16.0 112 10.0 195 17.5 74 t.6 1117 100.0 1112 100.0 
------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ------------- -----------
Nu"ber of missing observations= 25 
Tables 2 and 2A smaaarize student satisfaction with the intercollegiate sports activities from the spectator·s 
point of view. The undergraduates froa the Colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral Sciences 
again appear not to 1ake use of these activities as 1uch as the other groups. But, as in the past. of those that 
did, the vast 1ajority (93i.) were satisfied. 
There were statistically significant differences between aale and female and also colleges concerning 
intercollegiate sports at UNI. The •ale respondents were aore satisfied than the feaale respondents and the 
respondents fro11 the College of Business Ad1inistration were significantly 111ore satisfied than those fro• the 
Colleges of Hu111anities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
TABLE 2A 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS (SPECTATOR) 
UNDERGRADUATES 




COLLEGE OF COLLEEE 
COLLEGE CQLLEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF OF AND FINE tii\TURAL 
BlJSrnESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES 
lt NO. ~ NO. Y. NO. 










SOCJ;L ~ CONTINUING u 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
'; NO. t/ ;, 
128 94.1 t,·J er-; ~ I!... UI 1 ·...J 
i:; 5.9 6 12.5 
COLUMN TOTALS 308 36.6 144 17.1 121 14.4 85 10.1 136 16.2 48 5.7 




NO. ,, ft 
781 92.8 









INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 
------- · ___ .------------------------------------------------------------ -
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLE6ES / SCHOOLS 6RADUf1TES 
-------------- -:::::::--- -:::::::---r~~~~~~~~~~- -~;~~~;;--- ~i~~~~~-~;-
------------ ----------- -- ----------
OF OF I AND FINE N~TURAL BEHAVIORAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CONTINUING ROW 
EDUCATION TOTAL 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
NO. Yi NO. % rm. Y, NO. % NO. % uo. NO. 
-------------- ----------- ----------- -----------
Satisfied 277 74.9 122 65.9 92 51. 4 73 65.2 113 58.2 41 56.9 718 
Dissatisfied 9 2.4 4 2.2 11 6.1 4 3.6 6 3. i c 2.8 36 
Did Not Use 84 22.7 c:~ 31. 9 76 42.5 'JC: 31.3 75 38.7 29 40.3 358 J1 ,.,.., 
!/ .. 
64.6 




NO. V If 
41 28. 9 
7 4.9 
94 66.2 
-------------- -========== =========== =======---- -======---- ----------- ------------ ------------ - -- =--= 
COLUMN TOTALS 370 33.3 185 16.6 179 !6.1 112 10.1 194 17.4 72 6.5 1112 100.0 i42 iOO.O 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - -----------
Numter of missing ob5ervations = 30 
Tables 3 and 3A su11arize student satisfaction with the intramural and recreational programs at UNI. Appr0Ki1ately 
one-third of the undergraduates did not 1ake use of these activities with the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
undergraduates using it the least. There were statistically significant differences between male and feule 
respondents and colleges concerning the intramural and recreation program at UNI. The males were significantly 
1ore satisfied than the females. Also, the respondents fro• the College of Humanities and Fine Arts were 
significantly 1ore satisfied than those from the Colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. 
TABLE 3A 
INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ·- -----r----------













NO. I! 1, 
122 96.8 
















SOCIAL ' It 
BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES 
NO. •t it 
113 95.0 















============== =========== =========== =========-= -=-==-===== =========== ------------ ------------ - ---=====-== 
COLUMN TOTALS 2B6 37.9 126 16.7 103 13.7 77 i0.2 119 15.B 43 5.7 754 100.0 48 100.0 
---- ·--------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------ -------------
Number of missing observations= 30 
9 
TABLE 4 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CNISG OR RHA> 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------r- -----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRhDUATES 
- ---------- ------------ - ----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE LULLtbt url 
CDLLESE 
OF 
r.uS : ~it:i::; 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROU GRADUATE 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLlfGE 
EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGOHY 
NO. ~: NO I % NO. X NO. % NO. 
Satisfied 112 30.4 66 35.5 59 33.3 34 30.9 L '.l 32.5 u..i 
Dissatisfied 48 13.0 17 ~ 1 20 11.3 13 1 i.8 26 10: :. " 'f,, ;. u,"T 
Did liot Use 209 56.6 103 55.4 98 55.4 63 57.3 105 54.1 
NO. V ,, NO. 
1'.) 17.6 347 '-· 
IE' 16. 2 1 ~· ljt, 
49 66.2 627 
flO. 
31.3 22 






-------------- -----=----- -========== ======--=-- -------- ---- ·--------- ------------- ======-===== = ====-=----
COLUMN TOTALS 369 33.2 186 16.8 177 15.9 110 9.9 194 17.5 74 6.7 1110 100.0 1'+3 100.0 
- - ----------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of aissing observations= 31 
Tables i and iA sum1arize student satisfaction toward student government .at UNI. Over half of the undergraduates 
indicated they did not 1ake use of student government. This was consistent across groups. Of those that did, 72% 
indicated satisfaction. 
TABLE 4A 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 








rm. % NO. % NO. X NO. % NO. !/ !I 
Satisfied 112 70.0 66 79.5 59 74.7 34 72.3 63 70.B 13 52. 0 
Dissatisfied 48 30.0 17 20.5 20 25.3 13 27.7 26 29.2 : r,. Ir,. ,I'. lL lf.tl.lJ 
ROW 
TOTAL 









COLUMN TOTALS 160 33.1 83 17.2 ;9 16.~ 47 9.7 89 18.4 25 5.2 483 100 .0 I 34 100. 0 
--------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ______________ l _________ _ 
Number of mi ssing observations= 31 
10 
CATEGORY 
C ~ . ' . ~ va1r l5 Tl2u 
Dissatisfied 










COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES n:: _, 















---------- ----------- ----------- - --------- ------------- - ----------
i:n nu. ~ NO. •t " NO. '.4 NO. :t, rJO. ~ ND. 
188 50.5 122 65.9 142 i9.3 72 64.9 116 59.8 27 36.5 
10 2.7j J .... , 6 3.4 2 1.B 3 1.5 6 8.1 
tm. N!J. 
667 59.8 59 41.8 
32 2.9 5 3.5 
i74 46 8 I 58 31.4 31 17 3 3"1 'J'J 3 75 38" re: • · • , ' I ,JI.Ji ,/ !.fl Ji..11!f 416 ,:j/,j 77 54 6 
r ~~p:.11 • ., :: c ~"l ~, •. T c: 
1 
-- --"---- , - , - - ••• -----, - -------==== ===-------- ·-------====== == ·==-----~--
~~~~~~-~~~~~~- -~~~--~~~:- i _~~~--~~~~- -~~~--~~~~- -~~~--~~~~- -~~:--~~~:- --~~---~~~-·--~~~~-~~:~~-~-j~~~-~~~~~-
Number of missing observations= 28 · 
Tables 5 and 5A su11arize student satisfaction with 1usical presentations at UNI. Approximately one-third of the 
undergraduates did not aake use of this activity. As in last year. the graduates fro11 the College of Business 
AdJlinistration are the least likely to attend these activities. There were statistically significant differences 
between aale and feaale and colleges concerning 1usical presentation. The feaale respondents were 1ore satisfied 
than the aales while the respondents fro1 the College of Huaanities and Fine Arts were significantly aore satisfied 
than those froa the Colleges of Business Ad1inistration, Natural Sciences, and Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
TABLE SA 
MUSICAL PRESENTATIONS 
-- - ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------- --~-----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
I -------------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ -----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL 1,; CONWILliNS 
OF OF AND F !NE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCAT !ON 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. % NO. NO. lt NO. % NO. Y. ND. 
Satisfied 188 94.9 122 96.1 142 95.9 i2 97.3 116 97.5 27 81.8 

















- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------== ============ =======----- -=========== = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 198 28.3 127 18.2 148 21.2 74 10.6 119 17.0 ~~ ,., 699 100.0 64 100.0 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------L- __________ J 
Number of missing observations= 28 
11 
TABLE 6 
THEATRE UNI/LYRICS THEATRE UNI 
r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------- -------------T 
, UNDERGRADUATES i I 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS i GRADUATES 
-------------- ---------- --- - -- - ---------- ----------- _____________ ! ______ _____ - -- ----- -- --. 
COLLEGE or COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCl~L & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCAiION ARTS SCiENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 







---- - ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 














116 C:C C ,.J/ ,u 36 48.6 
4 2.1 3 4.1 




62 1+3 . 7 
,:: .., 3.5 
/"J 52.8 
--------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---=--====- =---======== ============ = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS ';'1'; 'J ·"J I, ,.J!i.. , .. h.J. "T 179 i6.1 112 10 .. 0 194 17.4 74 6.6 1115 100.0 142 100.0 
- ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ·------------
Number of missing observations= 27 
Tables 6 and 6A summarize student satisfaction with presentations in Theater UNI/Lyrics Theater at UNI. 40% of the 
undergraduates did not aake use of these activities. An overwhelling number of graduates who made use of these 
activities were satisfied (96%). There were statistically significant differences between male and female and 
colleges concerning Theater UNI/Lyric Theater UNI activities. The fe11ale respondents were significantly more 
satisfied than the aales with the respondents from the Colleges of Education and Humanities and Fine Arts 
significantly aore satisfied than those from the Colleges of Business Administration. Natural Sciences. and Social 
and Behavioral Sciences. 
TABLE 6A 
THEATRE UNI/LYRICS THEATRE UNI 
-------------------------------------------------
-------------------- -------------- co:'.;:;;R;n;;:;:,s T--------- ---:;:::::;;-






Satisfied 179 94.7 
Dissatisfied 10 t; '.) '-'•V 
coLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 






AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. ,, /, 
130 96.3 
,:: '.) " 
" 
.,, I 
NO. X NO. 
61 98.4 116 
1 i.6 4 
" ,., 
96.7 












- -- ---- ----------- ---=-----== =========== =========== --=========== ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 189 28.0 130 19.3 135 20.0 62 9.2 120 17.8 39 5.8 675 100.0 
-------------- ----------- ----------------- I ---- - ------- ------------- ----------
















NO. ¥ tm. ~ n 
-------------- ----------- -----------
Satisfied 168 2.0 127 6B.6 
Dissatisfied i5 4.0 ':: i.6 ,., 
Did Not Use IB8 50.7 55 29.7 
UNDERGRADUATES ; 
COLLE6ES / SCHOOLS ' GRADUATES ' 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
----------- ----------- -----------
tlO. ~ NO. V NO. ;f .. 
----------- ----------- -----------
128 71.5 SB 51.8 115 59.0 
9 5.0 i 6.3 6 3.1 























==========-=-- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.2 1B5 16.6 179 16.0 112 10.0 195 17.5 74 6.6 11 16 100.0 i"r2 iOO. 0 
Number of iissing observations= 26 
Tables 7 and 7A su11arize student satisfaction with Art Exhibits at UNI. Approxi1ately 40% of the graduates did 
not 1ake use of these activities; an increase of 6% over last year. Again, as last year, the graduates fro1 the 
College of Business Ad1inistration aade use of this activity the least. There were statistically significant 
differences a1ong colleges with the graduates fro• the Colleges of Hu1anities and Fine Arts and Education 
significantly 1ore satisfied than the other colleges. 
TABLE 7A 
ART EXHIBITS 
r----------------------------------------------UNDERBRADUATES-------------------------- -------------- :----------1 




COLLESES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 1 
---- -- ---------------------- ------------ -------------
COLLEGE m: COLLEGE UI 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF AND FINE rlATURAL 
EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL t !Z 
BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES 















NO. It NO. V If ~lO. NO. ., If tW. 













--- ----------- ----------- ----------- =========== =========== ============ ============ = =========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 183 27.2 130 !9.3 137 20.4 65 9.7 121 18.0 'J ' -,0 5.4 672 100.0 66 100.0 
------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------ ------------ - ----------- · 
Number of missing observations= 26 
13 
TABLE 8 
NORTHERN IOWAN (UNI NEWSPAPER) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· -----------~--~----------
UNDERGRADUATES 





Did Not Use 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL i CONT WU ING 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCAT iON ARTS SCiErlCES SCIENCES 
NO. 1, NO. % NO. % NO. ~ NO. Y. NO. !/ ,, 
----------- -----------
292 78.7 160 86.5 
58 15.6 10 9.7 !C' 
21 ,; 'l 7 3.8 ,.J1/ 
----------
126 70.4 






34 17. 7 

















-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---========== =========== = ~====~===== 
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.3 185 16.6 179 16.1 112 10.1 192 17.3 74 6.6 1113 100.0 
-------------- ----------- ----------------------------------- ----------- ·------------- ----------- -------------.. 
Number of missing observations= 29 
Tables 8 and 8A su11arize student satisfaction with the Northern Iowan <UNI newspaper>. The percentage of 
graduates not using this activity this year was the same as last year. There was a statistically significant sex 
difference between the 1ale and fe1ale respondents. with the fe1ales 1ore satisfied than the 1ales. 
TABLE SA 
NORTHERN IOIIIAN CUNI NEWSPAPER) 






CDLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 






NO. Y. NO. :i NO. :i NO. Y. irn. 
CDNTINUHIG ROil 
EDUCATION TOTAL 






----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 292 83.4 160 89.9 126 72.4 
Dissatisfied 58 16.b 18 10.1 48 27.6 
87 82.9 151 81.6 





83 Bl. 4 
19 18.6 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------====== = -----------
COLUMN TOTALS 350 33.2 178 16.9 174 16.5 105 10.0 185 17.5 63 6.0 1055 100.0 102 100.0 
---- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------------------- - -----------
Number of missing observations= 29 
14 
B. SERVICES FOUND AT UNI 






























-- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------
' ' Satisfied 
· Dissatisfied 































----------------- ----------- ----·------- ----------- ----------- =====-===== ============ ============ = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 372 33.3 185 16.6 179 16.0 111 9.9 195 17.5 74 6.6 1116 100.0 11t2 100.0 
------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------·------------ -------------
Number of missing observations= 26 
Tables I and IA indicate student satisfaction with job place1ent services at UNI. As in the past, the graduates 
fro1 the Colleges of Business Ad1inistration and Education were significantly 1ore satisfied than those fro• the 
other colleges. The graduates with teaching 1ajors were also significantly 1ore satisfied with these services. 


















155 90 .1 
i7 9. 9 






































----------------- ----------- ----------- -~--------- ----------- --=-=---=== ============ ============ = =========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 332 36.3 172 18.8 122 13.3 81 8.9 151 lb.5 57 6.2 915 100.0 67 100.0 





Did Not Use 
TABLE 2 







NO. ~4 NO. I/ A 
203 54.7 1:l') '' c; J.l •. ..:: Ot;,,, 
1:.1. 34.0 50 27.0 .I.LU 
':> 'IL. 11. 3 12 6.5 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 







NO. Y. NO. ,, .. 
96 53.9 56 50.0 
63 35.4 41 36.6 






























========--------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ====-======== ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.3 1114 100. 0 185 16.6 178 16.0 112 10.1 194 17.4 74 L L w.w 







94 68 .1 
133 100.0 
Tables 2 and 2A indicate student satisfaction with undergraduate registration services. The respondents fro1 the 
College of Hducation, as in the past study, were significantly more satisfied with these services than those fro1 
the Colleges of Business Adainistration, Natural Sciences and Social and Behavioral Sciences. The teacher 
education 1ajors were also significantly 1ore satisfied than the non-teaching 1ajors. 627. (87. increase fro1 the 











COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 






NO. Y. flO. ~ NO. ~t. NO. 
203 61.7 123 71.1 






















================= =========== =========== =========-- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 329 33.2 173 17.5 159 16.0 97 9.B 169 17.1 64 6.5 991 100.0 44 100.0 




------------------------------------------------------- -- ' ; . 
mrnERGRADlJATES 
---------------- __ C_O_L_L_E_G_E __ ----------- ;;:;;;;=;;'.''.;(;(o·;;;::'. ;;S~O~C;I;H';L-~;- ------------ ---R-0:_,------1 -:IJ~R::·D~u'
0
A~~f'._~ 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES , - COHTlJINING ~ " 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
CATEGORY -~~~~~===-- =~~==:~~~-- ---=~~=---- -==~~~=~=-- -==~=~===-- -------- l 
No v NO 'I '"1 " NO Y, NO, X NO, Y. ND, % NO, X I Jt I /t 1'4 ... 1 If I 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- -----------! - ----------
Satisfied 277 74.9 144 78.3 125 70.2 78 69.6 142 72.8 50 68.5 816 73.4 , 90 64.7 
" '" 8 1-' 14 " I l".:i 9 4 Dissatisfied 46 12.4 23 12.5 27 15.2 16 14.3 31 15.9 l.:i 11. Jt ,u i • 
?2 11 " •• I"" 1in I~ l i 36 ~s 9 Did Not Use 47 12.7 17 9.2 26 14.6 18 16.1 - ,.:1 1i_1 ,.:1.1 ~·, ''"'"' 
1 
'"· 
~~~~~~-~~~;~~- 370 33, 3 i 84 16. 5 178 16. 0 112 10 .1 195 17. 5 - 73 6. 6 1 1 12 100, 0 l 139 100, 0 
------------------ ----------- -----------------------·----------- ------- ---
Number of missing observations= 33 
Tables 3 and 3A su1•arize student satisfaction with the services provided by the Controller 's Office. There was 
little change between the previous study results and the present. There was only a statistically significant 




UNDERGRADUATES I I I 





COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTHIUHiG 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATIO!J 
BUSINESS EDUCAiION ARTS SC!EtiCES SCiENCES 













323 33.2 167 17.2 152 15.6 94 9.7 173 17.B 63 6.5 












13 12 .6 
103 100.0 
TABLE 4 
WRITING CENTER (ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT) 
----------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------ - ----- - -- - - -- -- - -1 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
----------- ----------- ----------------------- ---------- - --- -
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NhTllRAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ---- ---- -- --
NO. A NO. ;{ NO. NO. 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
134 3b.1 76 41.1 52 29.1 'J') 29.7 Satisfied "'" 
Dissatisfied 19 5.1 4 2.2 9 5.0 2 1.8 
21 ': t;Q " 105 56.8 11~ 65.4 76 68.5 Did tlot Use , , ..t1..',J ,I 
----------- ----------- =========-= ============-=--- -----------
COLUMN TOTALS 3i0 33.3 185 i6.7 178 16.0 1·1 1, 10.0 
11n 
j~U I '4 tlO. 
76 no ' .:I!.~ 28 37.8 
3 1.6 'J 4.1 "' 
114 59.1 43 58. i 
----------- ------------
193 17.4 7!1 6.7 
----------------------------------------- ----------- ---------------------
Number of missing obs2rvations = 33 
tm. NO. 
399 35.8 29 8.3 
40 3.6 b 2.8 
"7:l tJ IL 60.4 105 88.9 
------------ = -----------
il 11 99.8 140 100.0 
Tables f and fA su .. arizes student satisfaction with the services provided at the Writing Center, a part of the 
Center for Acade1ic Achieveaent. No significant differences occurred fro• the last study. 
TABLE 4A 











COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE tlATURAL 
ARTS scm1cEs 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCl!\L i CONTUINING ROW 
BEHAi' I ORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
SCIENCES 
ND. Y. NO. i NO. '4 NO. X ND. Y. ND. , " ND. Y. 
134 87.6 76 9~.o 52 85.2 
19 12.4 4 5.0 9 14.8 
33 94.3 
2 
76 96.2 28 90.3 
3 3.8 3 9.7 







6 17 .1 
---------------- =======---- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---==-=---- -----======= ==-========= = ========== 
COLUMti TOTALS 80 18.2 bi 13.9 8.0 79 18.0 31 7.1 439 iOO.O 35 100.0 
Nurber of missing obsErvaticns = 33 
18 
TABLE 5 
READING/STUDY SKILLS (ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT> 





























ilO. X NO. Y. NO. X NO. % ND. ~ ND. 
104 28.0 77 41.4 55 30. 9 25 22.5 70 36.1 21 28.4 
12 3.2 4 2.2 4 2.2 2 1. 8 3 1.5 4 5.4 
255 68.7 105 56.S 119 66.9 84 75.7 121 62.4 49 '' :i bO •'-























------------------ ----------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------- .-
Nu~ber of missing observatiDns = 31 
Tables 5 and 5A indicate student satisfaction with the reading and/or study skills services provided in the Center 
for Acade1ic Achieve1ent. There was considerable variation across colleges fro• the last study. For exaaple, 
there was a 13% increase in the respondents fro1 the College of Natural Sciences who did not use these services, 
with decreases of 6.5% and i.2% in the Colleges of Education, Hu1anities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral 
Sciences respectively. 
TABLE SA 











COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FiNE NflTURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL 1. CONTINUING 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCiErlCES 
~IO. Y. NO. X NO. Y. ND. X NO. X ND. 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------
104 89.7 77 95.1 55 93.2 ~c C..J 92.6 70 95.9 21 84. 0 















================= ==========- =======---- --=====--== =======~=== =======---= ------------ ------------ - -----------
COLUMti TOTALS 116 30.4 81 21.3 59 15.5 27 7.1 73 19.2 25 6.6 381 100. 0 33 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 31 
19 
TABLE 6 
TUTORING (STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES> 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
----------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCiAL & CONT I NU ING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ~RTS SCIENCES SC!ENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
IW. NO. .. NO . ~ NO. lo NO. •: NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. I/ ,, !, ... " 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 81 21.8 48 25.9 21 11.B 12 10.7 40 20.7 14 18.9 2i6 19.4 23 11.1 
Dissatisfied 10 '.l '1 ') 1 l 5 '.l C 'l 6.3 0.5 3 4.1 29 2.6 3 0.0 LI i sJ L•ll L,U I 
Did Not Use 2BO l?t:: ~ 134 72.4 152 85.4 C" 83.0 152 78.8 C.'J 77.0 868 78.0 112 88.9 :..i ,v ,:.j '" 
----------------- ----------- ----------- --··-------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ============r= ---------
COLUMN TOTALS ~'11 .j,j,,j 1"~ i6.6 :78 16.0 112 10.1 193 17.3 74 6.6 138 100.0 sJ/1 dl:J 1113 100.0 
------- -- ' -- - - -- - ----- - ------- --------- ------------ --------------------------
Number of iissina observations= 33 
Tables 6 and 6A suaaarize student satisfaction of those eligible project students who were provided tutoring in the 
Special Support Services Progra1. No significant differences existed between this data and the previous year. 
TABLE 6A 















NO. +: it 
81 89.0 48 94.1 21 80.8 















CONTI NU HIS 
EDUCATiON 





NO. V . 
216 88.2 






----------------- ----------- ---------== =========== ==========- ========== ------------ -----------= = ===---==== 
COLUHti TOTALS 91 37.1 51 20.B 26 10.6 19 7.8 41 16.7 i7 6.9 245 100.0 26 iOO.O 
----------------------~------------~-. -----------
Number of missing observations= 33 
20 
TABLE 7 
MATHEMATICS LAB (ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------! - -----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 







COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
HUMNITIES 














CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
tlO. ~ tlO. ~ NO. X NO. Y. 110. X NO. NO. \ NO. X 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 63 17.0 61 32.8 25 14.0 17 15.5 35 18.2 11 14.9 212 19. I 17 12.2 
Dissatisfied 7 1. 9 4 2.2 5 2.8 5 4.5 4 2.1 ? 2.7 27 2.4 2 1.4 I. 
Did Not Use 301 81.1 121 65.1 148 83.1 88 80.0 153 79.7 61 82.4 872 78.5 120 86.3 
---------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ----------- = ----------
COLUMtl TOTALS 371 "?. 186 It;. 7 178 16.0 1 rn 9.9 192 17.3 74 L " i 111 100.0 139 100.0 j~,'I l'.' U , / 
---------------- ------------ ----------------------------------------------- ------------~--------------------------
Number of missing observations= 34 
Tables 7 and 7A suaaarize the satisfaction of those students utilizing the services of the Matheaatics Laboratory 
located in the Center for Acadeaic Achieveaent. Significant variations across colleges occurred when coaparing the 
College of Natural Sciences results with the previous study CH% increase in those not using these services). 
Also, there was a 17% increase in those not using the services in Continuing Education. 
TABLE 7A 
MATHEMATICS LAB (ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r-----------
UNDERGRADlJATES I I 




COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLE SE COLLEGE HUMMHTIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FltiE NATURAL BEHAVIOR?iL EilLiCAiiON 
BUSrnESS EDUCATION ARTS SCiENCES SCIENCES 
NO. ;{ NO. Y. NO. X NO. X NO. Y. NO. X 
63 90.0 61 93.8 25 83.3 17 77.3 35 89.7 11 84.6 
7 10. 0 4 6. 2 5 16. 7 5 22. 7 4 10. 3 2 15. 4 
RQiJ 
TOTAL 
NO. I/ II 
212 88.7 





2 10. 5 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------==-- =======-=== ============ ===-===~=== == ---===-=== 
COLUMN TOTALS 70 29.3 65 27.2 30 12.6 22 9.2 39 16.3 13 5.4 239 iOO .O 19 100.0 
----------------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------1 


















COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FHJE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 





NO. V i f 
CONTINUING 
EDUC AT iON 
NO. !/ .:, 
165 44.5 92 49.7 81 45.3 39 35.1 90 46.6 29 39.2 
72 19.4 45 24.3 40 22.3 20 18.0 45 23.3 19 25.7 














----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ =----------- - -===-===~= 
COLUMtJ TOTALS 371 33.3 185 16.6 179 16.1 111 10.0 !93 17.3 74 6.6 1113 100.0 140 100.0 
Nu;ber of missin~ observations= 2~ 
Tables 8 and 8A su111arize student satisfaction concerning those services provided by the Financial Aid office. 
There was significantly 1ore satisfaction by respondents fro1 the College of Education than those fro• Social and 
Behavioral Sciences. There was no significant difference co1paring last years data with this years. 
TABLE BA 








COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAViORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUC/HI ON ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. Y. N'.l. X NO. Y. NO. % NO. ;i NO. ,, ,, 
165 69.6 92 67.2 Bl 66.9 39 66.1 90 66.7 29 60.4 
72 30.4 45 32.B 40 33.i 20 33.9 45 33.3 19 39.6 
237 32.2 137 18.6 121 16.4 59 8.0 135 18.3 48 6.5 

























COLLE6ES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 








NO. ~ NO. Y. NO. ;,: NO. ~ NO. Y. NO. ·: " 
ROW 
TOTAL 





---------------- 50.0 --~;--;~.B 28 25.0 71 37.4 I~ 25.7 397 35.8 26 18.8 
Satisfied 1~j1 39~·_·!_ 91.: cu,RL.. R'-·7 15.2 9 8.0 21 11.1 16 21.6 122 11.0 12 8.7 Dissatisfied , .., 
Did Not Use 212 57.1 77 41.8 89 50.0 75 67.0 98 51.6 39 52.7 590 53.2 100 72.5 
~~~~;~~~~~~~~-=== =;;~==;;:;= =~;:==~:::= -~;;==;:~~- -~~~--~~~~- -~~~--~;~;- --;~- ~.7 1109 100.0 138 100.0 
----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----- . --------
Nu~ber of missing observations= 37 
Tables 9 and 9A indicate student satisfaction with employaent services at UNI. There were significant variation 
across colleges when co1paring last years data with the present data; there was a 13i. increase in the nuaber of 
respondents not using these services this year in the College of Natural Sciences. Also, there was an lli. increase 
in the nuaber of respondents not using these services this year in Continuing Education. There was also a 
significant difference between the College of Education respondents and those froa the College of Huaanities and 
Fine Arts, Natural Sciences and Social and Behavioral Sciences. with the respondents fro1 the College of Education 
1ore satisfied. There was also a significant difference between teaching aajors and non-teaching aajors; the 
teaching 1ajors were 1ore satisfied. 
TABLE 9A 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICES 












I HJ , 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 






125 78.6 92 86.0 62 69.7 28 75.7 71 77.2 
34 21.4 15 14.0 27 30.3 9 24.3 21 22.8 
=·===========---= -========== ====------- ----------- ----------- ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 159 30.6 107 20.6 89 17 .1 37 92 17.7 
























CAREER SERVICES (STUDENT SERVICES CENTER) 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HIJMAt-1 IT I ES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FHlE liATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. ~ NC. ~ NO. X NO. l, rm. :i NO. 
Satisfied 199 53.9 l i 'l J. :' 63.6 80 44.9 51 45.9 95 49.2 40 54.B 
Dissatisfied 28 7.6 8 4.3 13 7.3 8 7.2 14 'l " 9.6 I • j I 
















') 2.1 " 
105 75.0 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----===--= ---=======- ============ ============ = =======-=-
COLUMN TOTALS 369 33.3 184 16.6 178 16.1 111 10.0 193 17.4 73 6.6 1108 100.0 140 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 36 
Tables 10 and lOA su11arize student satisfaction with the Career Center services. There were no overall 
significant changes fro11 last year. There ~as, however, a 16% decrease in the nu111ber of respondents not using 
these services this year in Continuing Education. 
TABLE 10A 
CAREER SERVICES (STUDENT SERVICES CENTER) 













199 87.7 117 93.6 
28 12.3 8 6.4 
! 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLESE COLLEGE OF 
HUMMJITIES OF SOCIAL & 
AND FiNE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL 
ARTS SCIENCES SCI ENC ES 
NO. 7t NO. ;~ NO. 'I ,, 
BO 86.0 51 86.4 
13 14.0 8 13.6 
95 87.2 
14 i2.8 















COLUHN TOTALS 227 34.4 125 18.9 93 14.1 59 8.9 109 16.5 47 7.1 660 100.0 35 100.0j 
----------------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------ . --~---------~ 
Number cf missing observations= 36 
24 
TABLE 11 








Did Not Use 
COLUMN TOTALS 
COLLEGE OF COLLESE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE 
OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. :{ NO. ~; NO. X ND. X NO. X NO. Nr. u, 
267 72.0 140 75.3 126 70.8 75 67.6 125 64.4 'Jf, 'c; <; '1L:-Y 68.9 ,.n 'J...i,, !t.ll 
37 10.0 13 7.0 12 6.7 9 8.1 17 8.8 B 10.8 96 8.6 
67 18.1 33 1"" .1 i. I 40 22.5 27 '.J' 'J L'f 1i.J 52 26.B 32 43.2 251 ..,~ c; tc'.,,.; 
----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ------------
371 33.3 186 16.7 178 16.0 111 10.0 194 17.4 74 6.6 1114 100.0 










Tables 11 and llA indicate student satisfaction with residence hall living. There were 110 overall significant 
changes fro• last year. There was, however, a 167. increase in the nu1ber not using these services this year fro• 
Continuing Education. 
TABLE 11A 
RESIDENCE HALL LIVING 



























' CATEGORY - -- ------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ---------- ' 
!W. X NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. ~ NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. 
---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
267 87.8 140 91.5 126 91.3 
37 12.2 13 8.5 12 8.7 
75 89.3 125 88.0 
9 10.7 17 12.0 
----------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------==-= 
34 Bl. 0 
B 19 .0 
767 88.9 
96 11.1 
35 79, 5 I 
9 20.5 
COLUM~I TOT AL S 304 35.2 153 17.7 13B 16.0 8~ 9.7 1~2 16.5 42 4.9 863 100.0 41:. 100.0 · 
----------------- ---------- ------------------------ ----------- ---------- ----------- -------------,-~----------. 
















COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANiilES OF 








NO. X NO. ~ NO. r. tlO. Y. NO. ;. rm. .. !, 
269 72.5 140 75.2 !24 70 .1 69 61.6 131 67.9 '1 'f' 56.2 
38 10.2 13 7.0 16 9.0 14 12.5 1 ~ 7.8 '1 9.6 ,.., ; 




NO. NO. ~ .. 
774 69.6 35 25.0 
103 9.3 9 6.4 
235 21.: 96 68.6 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------·----- ----------- ---=-======= ============ = ==========-
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.4 186 16.7 177 15.9 112 10.1 193 17.4 73 b.6 1112 100.0 !110 100. 0 
Number of missing observations= 32 
Tables 12 and 12A sil.uarize student satisfaction with the food service in the reside~ce. halls. ~ere were. no 
significant changes fr01:i last year except a 7% increase in the respondents fro• Continuing Education not using 
these services. 
TABLE 12A 
FOOD SERVICE (RESIDENCE HALLS) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLE6ES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 








COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL i CONTHlUIN6 ROW GRADUATE 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
SCIENCES 
---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
NC. Y. NO. % NO. ~ NO. X NO. A NO. V .. N" u • X NO. X 
----------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
Satisfied 
Diss2tisfied 
2b9 87.6 140 91.5 124 88.6 
313 12.4 13 8.5 16 il.4 
69 83.1 131 89.7 41 85.4 
14 16.9 15 10.3 7 14.6 
774 88.3 
103 11. 7 
35 79.5 
9 20.5 
---------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 307 35.0 153 17.4 140 16.0 83 9.5 146 16.6 48 5.5 877 100.0 44 100.0 
----------- ----------- ------------ ------------L~ -----------, . 

























COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SC!EriCES 
NO. NO. 
164 92, 1 99 68.4 
11 6.2 6 5.4 
3 !. 7 I 6.3 
COLLEGE OF 










63 85.1 1022 91. 9 
7 9.5 55 4.9 
4 5,if 35 3.1 









Number of missin~ observations= 30 
Tables 13 and 13A suaurize student satisfaction with library services.- _As in the past, practically all of the 
graduating students used this service and 1ore than 90% of the• were sat1sf1ed. 
TABLE 13A 
LIBRARY SERVICES (ROD LIBRARY) 






COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS SPADUATES 
- ----------------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ---------·-
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COL~EGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTHIUINS RO~ Ot"~HULiHTt 
OF AND FHiE NAiURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
EDUCAT!Of/ ARTS SC!fliCES SCIENCES 
------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
NO. X NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. !~ NO. A NO. NO. NO. 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------~ 
Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
335 94.4 177 9/,j 164 93.7 
20 5.6 5 2.7 11 6.3 
----------------- ==========- =========== ========== 
99 94.3 








7 5.4 ' 
----------- ----------- ---========= ============ = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 355 33.0 182 16.9 175 16.2 105 9.7 190 17.6 70 6.5 1077 100.0 129 100.oi 
----------- ----------- ------------ -------------- ----------





























COLLEGE OF COL LEGE 
HUMANITiES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS · SCIENCES 
NO. :,; NO. Y. 
~'J 
;i.., 29.6 29 25.9 
116 64 .8 79 70.5 
10 5.6 <j 3.6 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL i CotnINLiJNS ROW 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
SCIENCES 
NO. NO. 
/,'l ~,. ~ 8 10.8 304 .,, i..."T,L 27.3 
136 70.1 60 Bi.1 744 66.9 
11 i:; " "• I 0 8.1 64 5.B 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ======-·==== ==-========= =========== = 
. 369 33.2 184 16.5 179 16.1 112 10.1 194 17.4 74 6.7 1112 100.0 
----------------------- ----------- ------------ -------------






27 19 .0 
142 100.0 
Tables 14 and 14A su1111arize student satisfaction with the parking facilities at UNI. There were no significant 
changes fro• last year except a 19% decrease in satisfaction of responders from Continuing Education. There was a 

















COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMMIITIES CF 
Atrn FINE IJATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 









116 33.6 51 29.1 53 31.4 29 26.9 47 25.7 8 11.8 











;;:;;;·;;;;;;---- -;;;--;;:;- -;;;--;;:;- -;;;--10.1 108 10.3 163 17.5 OS - 6.5 ;,,;-100.0 115 100.0J 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------~----------- ------------ ------------L-~----------J 







COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLESE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EiiUCATiON TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
rw. I ND. X NO. ~ rm. X NO. J ND. I NO. 
Satisfied 225 61.0 111 61.0 16 53.9 54 48.6 114 59 .1 30 41.1 630 57 ,0 
Dissatisfied 95 25.7 51 28.0 59 33.1 37 33.3 51 26.4 29 39. 7 .:a::r. 29 .1 
Did Not Use 49 13.3 '.)(1 11. 0 23 12.9 20 1B.O ?~ 14.5 14 19.2 154 13.9 i..V _tj 
COLUMN TOTALS 369 33.4 182 16.5 178 16.1 111 10.0 193 17.5 73 6.6 1106 100.0 




,:i3 1+4. 7 
18 12.8 
60 42.6 
Tables 15 and 15A sut1arize student satisfaction with caapus security at UNI. Respondents fro1 Continuing 
Bducation were least satisfied while those from the College of Business Ad1inistration 1ost satisfied. There were 
so1e notable differences between last year and this: there was a 9% increase in satisfaction of those respondents 











COLLEGES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMAtlIT I ES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS scm,cEs 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL i. CDNTiNUIN 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION i 
scm,cEs I 
I 
NO. •: Wl : t nu. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. ., A 
225 70.3 111 68.5 
95 29.7 51 31.5 
96 61.9 54 59.3 114 69.1 












m. V . 
63 77.8 
18 22.2 
---------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------=== ==-======== ============= = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 320 33.6 162 17.0 155 16.3 91 9.6 165 17.3 59 6.2 952 100.0 81 100.0 
Nu mber of missing observations= 37 
29 
TABLE 16 
RELIGIOUS STUDENT CENTERS 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 6FiADL1ATES 
----------------- -----------r---------- ------------ -----------i----------- ------------ ----------- - -----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------r----------- ------------ ----------- - -----------
NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. :, llO, h j NO. Y. I NO. X NO. % NO. X 
, I 
-Satisfied _______ -164--44.2- --99--53.2- --80--45.2- --39--34.B-J--88--45.6_/ __ 21--28.8-- --491--44.2 - ---32--22.9 
Dissatisfied 9 2.4 5 2.7 2 i.1 2 !.Bf 2 1.0 I 1 1.4 21 1.9 3 2.1 
Did Not Use 198 53.4 82 44.1 95 53.7 71 63.4 103 53.4t 51 69.9 600 54.0 105 75.0 
================= ========== ====~===·== =========== =========== ==========- ============ =========== = =========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.4 186 16.7 177 15.9 112 10.1 193 17.4 73 6.6 1112 100.0 140 100.0 
----------------- ----------------------------------- ----------- ------------------------ ------------- ------------
Number of missing ob;~rvations = 31 
Tables 16 and 16A s11111arize student satisfaction with religious student centers. There were, as last year, 
variations across colleges. The graduates fro1 the College of Natural Sciences and Continuing Education least 
likely to utilize these services. There was no significant overall difference fro• last year, however, there was a 
CJ% decrease within the College of Education and a 127. increase within the College of Natural Sciences not using 
these services. 
TABLE 16A 
RELIGIOUS STUDENT CENTERS 





COLLEGES i SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ------------- -
COLLEGE 01=' 
COLLE GE COLLEGE HUMANITIES 
OF or AND FINE 






SOCIAL i CONTINUING 






----------- ------------ ------------- - ----------
NO. ~ii'\ 11L' I X NO. % rm. !'4 NO. Y. NO. NO. NO. \\ 
16~ 94.8 99 95.2 
9 5.2 5 4.8 
- ----------- ------------ ------------- - ----------
80 97.6 39 95.1 88 97.8 21 95.5 





==-=------------ ------------ ---======= ========-== ---------- ----------- ------------ ---====~===== = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 173 33.8 104 20.3 82 16.0 41 8.0 90 17.6 22 4.3 512 100.0 35 100.0 
---- ----- ----------------------- . ------------------------ ------------- - ----------
















COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUHANITIES OF 








NO. ~; NO, ~ NO. X NO. ;; NO. i NO. 















14 10 ·J .I! aL 
2 '.l 1 1..,/ 










" '.l ('.,,., 




IIO. V fl 
112 78.3 
9 6.3 
22 i5. 4 
==============--- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 370 33.4 184 i6.6 177 i6.0 111 10.0 193 17.4 73 6.6 1108 100.0 1 i43 100.0 
----------------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------- i__J __________ _ 
Number of rnissin9 observations= 33 
Tables 17 and 17A indicate student satisfaction with registration services at UNI. Approxiaately 787. of the 
respondents indicated they did not use these services. This agrees with the sa1ple breakdown between baccalaureate 
and graduate degree respondents except for 77.. It is possible that 77. of those receiving baccalaureate degrees 
1ade use of these services. 89% were satisfied. 
TABLE 17A 
GRADUATE REGISTRATION SERVICES 





~~~~~~~~~~- -~~:~~~~--- ~i~~~i~-i;---:::~~::~::- ---:::------
OF OF AN~ FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
~ NO. % NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. ;; NO. ~: ,, 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------
Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
65 91.5 53 98.1 35 83.3 21 84.0 32 84.2 14 87.5 
6 8.5 1.9 7 16. 7 4 16.i) 6 15.8 2 12.5 
220 89. 4 
26 10 .6 
==========- =========-- ----------- ---------= ========--- ------------ -----------
COLUMN TOTALS 71 28.9 54 22.0 42 17.1 25 10.2 38 15.4 16 6.5 24/:. 100.0 





NO. V ii 
112 92.6 





Did Not Use 
TABLE 18 






COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMAN!TiES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE QF 
SDCIAL & cornHWING 
BEHAVIOHAL EDUCATiON 
SCiENCES 
no . h NO. X tlO. X NO. ;, NO. 't, NO. !/ If 
167 45.3 125 67.9 88 49.7 47 42.0 102 52.6 112 56.B 
26 7.0 1' B.7 11 u.~ 8 .., 1 15 7.7 6 8.1 ,b f" 




NO. NO. '.4 
~"71 51.4 ' " 32.6 ,J / 1 'I.J
82 7.4 9 6.5 
457 41.2 84 60.9 
=========-------- ----==----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- - ----------
COLUMrl TOTALS 369 33.2 184 16.6 177 15.9 112 10.1 194 17.5 74 6.7 1110 100.0 1:38 100. 0 
--------- - - - - ' 
Nuaber ef missing ooserva t ions = 36 
Tables 18 and 18A irn11arize student satisfaction with the acadeaic advising services located in the Student 
Services Center. Approxiaately 41% of the undergraduates indicated they had not used these services. This appears 
to be high, however. 35% of the respondents said they were transfers. Of those that said they used these services, 
87% were satisfied. Also, the respondents fro1 the College of Education were significantly more satisfied with 
these services than those fro• the other colleges. 
TABLE 18A 
ACADEMIC ADVISING <STUDENT SERVICES CENTER) 









COLLEGES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCiENCES 
NO. Y. NO. Y. trn. 'l. NO. 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL " CONTINUiNG BEHAVIQRAL EDUCATION 
· SCIENCES 
V t. :r, 
,• inJ. ~ 1, 
167 86.5 125 88.7 88 B8.9 47 85.5 102 87.2 42 87.5 




571 87 .4 
82 12.6 






9 16. 7 
193 29,6 141 21,6 99 15,2 55 8,4 117 17,9 48 7,4 653 100,0 54 100,0 I 
---------- ------------ ----------------------------------- -------------------------- ..._ _________ J 









STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLESES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. l, NO. :4 NO. '.4 NO. X rm. % ilJ. Y. NO. 
116 31.2 75 40.3 1f9 27.B 28 25.0 57 29.7 23 31.1 348 
12 'J '.l 2 1.1 3 1. 7 2 1.8 c; 2.6 '.l LI/ 26 ...... .., L. 
244 65.6 109 58.b p· 70.5 C'.l 73.2 1'1(; 67.7 '1''1 66.2 738 t.'! UL. L,J•J 
!/ 
" 







'.l•J 20.1 t.U 
C: 'J ' ,.J ..,,(j 
106 76.3 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------==== ============ = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 372 33.5 186 16.7 176 15.8 112 10.1 192 17.3 7~ 6.7 1112 100.0 139 100.0 
-- ---- - - ------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------- - ----------
Number of missing observations= 33 
Tables 19 and 19A indicate the satisfaction of those students eligible to obtain Student Support Services. The 
vast 1ajority (93%) of these students were satisfied. 
TABLE 19A 
STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 
. UNDERGRADUATES l 





COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HliMMHTIES OF SOCIAL & COiHINUJNG 
OF n~ ur AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATiON 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. ~ NO. ~ NO. ;; NO. X NO. X NO. % 
116 90.6 75 97.4 49 94.2 28 93.3 57 91.9 23 92.0 
12 9.4 2 2.6 3 5.8 2 6.7 5 8.1 2 8.0 
128 34.2 77 20.6 52 13.9 30 8.0 62 16.6 25 6.7 

















Did Not Use 
TABLE 20 
COUNSELING CENTER (STUDENT SERVICES CENTER> 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 








NO. Y. NO. ;( NO. X NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. 
89 24.1 69 37.l 47 26.6 
9 2.4 2 1.1 0.6 
272 73.5 115 90.0 129 72.9 
22 19.6 61 31.8 
5 4.5 4 2.1 













o. V It 
28 19. 9 
3 2 .1 
110 78.0 
----------------- -========= -- - ----------- ----------- ----------= ============ ============ == ======--= 
COLUMN TOTALS 370 33.3 186 16.7 177 i5.9 112 10.1 192 17.3 74 6.7 1111 100.0 Jltl 100.0 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ --· ----------
Number of missing observations= 32 
Tables 20 and 20A su1urize the student satisfaction with the Counseling Center's services. There was no 
significant overall change fro• last year. However. there was some variation across colleges. For exa1ple, there 
was a 19% increase in the nu1ber responding from Continuing Education that did not use these services. There was 
also a 9% increase for the College of Natural Sciences. Also, the respondents fro• the College of Education, for 











89 90.8 69 97.2 
9 9.2 2 2.8 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIEtlCES 
NO. NO. 'l .. 
47 97.9 22 81.5 
2.1 5 18.5 
- ----------------------- -
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL • " 
BEHAViORAL 
SCIENCES 




















---------======== ----------- - ------ ----------- ----------- ------====- ------------·----------== = ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 98 29.8 71 21.6 48 14.6 27 8.2 65 19.8 20 6.1 329 100.0 31 100.0 
















COLLEGES / SCHOOLS 










SOC !AL & 
BEHAVIOHAL 
SC!EriCES 









66. i 74 
27.7 ' 1 'h 21.2 
6.3 8 4.1 














---------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------- --------=---- --=---=====-
COLUMN TOTALS 371 33.3 186 i6.7 177 15.9 112 10.1 193 17.3 74 Q,Q 1113 !00.0 









Tables 21 and 21A sua1arize student satisfaction with the Cooperative Education prograi. Approxi1ately one third 
of the graduates have been involved in this progra1 of which 86% were satisfied. The respondents fro• the College 
of Social and Behavioral Sciences were less likely to be involved in this prograa. There was no significant 
overall change fro1 last year, however, there were college differences. The respondents fro• the College of 
Huaanities and Fine Arts had an 11% increase in utilizing this opportunity. There was also a 21% decrease in 
Continuing Education: the nuabers involved could have caused so1e of this variation, however. 
TABLE 21A 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
-- --- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ - -----------
UIJDERGRADUA TES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 






COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITiES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 











NO. f/ ;i 









31 81. 6 
7 18.4 




=====--=-------- --------==== ========== ----------- -------===- ===-=----- ------------
COLUMN TOTALS 136 36.4 65 17.4 60 16.0 38 10.2 49 13.1 26 7.0 
Number of ;issinq observations= 31 
35 
322 86.1 














Did Not Use 
-----------------









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 




SOC:AL & CONTiNUING 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
NO. % NO. I NO. X NO. X NG. ; NO. ,, .. 
109 29.4 63 33.9 54 30.5 31 27.7 ~1 21 '.:i J. cL. 24 32.4 
:l'J 7.3 2 1 I 6 3.4 7 6.3 ;J 4 .1 2 2.7 l..i '.' ,., 
235 63.3 121 65.1 117 66.1 74 66.1 1~4 74.6 48 64.9 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------------






















----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------------, ----- ' 
Number of missing observations= 31 
Tables 22 and 22A indicate student satisfaction with the Foreign Student Affairs services. Approxi1ately 87% did 
not use this service; there was a decrease of 26% fro11 Continuing Education over the last year, however. 
Approxi1ately 92% of those utilizing these services were satisfied. 
TABLE 22A 
FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS (GILCHRIST HALL> 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- - ----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES 1 










OF AND FINE 
EDUCAT!Oli ARTS 













NO. ' I ,1 
109 90.1 63 96.9 54 90.0 31 81.6 41 83.7 24 92.3 











---------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 136 36.4 65 17.4 60 16.0 38 10.2 49 13.1 26 7.0 374 100.0 26 100. 0 
---------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------4----- ------- ----------- -------------. -~-----------
Number of missing observati ons= 31 
36 
TABLE 23 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLE6E 
OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL L CONTINUING ROU 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. Y. NO. X NO. ~ NO. % NO. 
10 8.9 26 13.5 9 12.3 48 12.9 27 14.6 '.)'.) 12.4 '-L 
2 0.5 2 1.1 2 1.1 l 0.9 0.5 1.4 
321 86.5 156 84.3 153 86.4 101 90.2 166 86.0 63 86.3 
NO. ,, /t 
142 12.B 
9 0,8 
96(! 86. 't 











Number of missing observations= 35 
Tables 23 and 23A suaaarize student satisfaction with the Rthnics M~norities Cultural_ Center serv!ces. 
Approxiaately 86% of the graduating students indicated not using these services. Of those using these services, 
9~% were satisfied. 
TABLE 23A 





COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
----------------- ----------- -----------r-----------r-----------r------------------------ ------------ - -----------




COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF i SOCIAL i CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE . NATURAL I BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
Y. NO. !/ .. tm. !/ ,1 NO. ND. 
48 96.0 27 93.l 22 91.7 10 90.9 26 96.3 
2 4.0 2 6.9 2 8.3 9.1 3.7 
NO. ,, " 
9 90.0 
1 10. 0 





I 1"J 1 Cf ,,.Cf 
---------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------=-==- ============ ===~======== = =========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 50 33.1 29 19.2 24 15.9 11 7.3 27 17.9 10 6.6 151 100.0 i 23 100.0 
I ------------ ------------ -r-----------. 

















CDLLE6ES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 






im. ~ rm. % NO. ;; NO. % NO. !/ It 
C:;''i 
..!'! 13.5 40 21. 6 34 19.2 12 10.B '.l" LI 14.1 
6 1 • ',0 1 0.5 4 2.3 4 3.6 'J i.6 .., 
314 84.9 144 77.8 139 78.5 95 85.6 161 84.3 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
CONTINUING 
EDUCATION 
NO. !/ ,, 
iO 13.5 
2 2.7 






















----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------------------ --~-------- _J __________ _ 
Number of mi;sing obs2rvat1ons = 34 
Tables 2i and 2iA sui1arize student satisfaction with the graduate registration Services. Appr0Ki1ately 28% of the 

























































95 93. i 
7 6.9 
---------------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ---------- -=========== ============ ============ = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 56 29.0 41 21.2 38 19.7 
Number of missing observations= 34 
38 




Did Not Use 
TABLE 2S 






COLLE3E OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE UATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. 
180 4B.b iOb r:;r: ') 94 53. 1 48 42.9 ,J/1,J 
87 23.5 48 25.9 48 ~., 1 ~ I 11 28 25.(l 






97 50.5 34 46.b 
50 26.0 16 21. 9 


















----------------- ---------- -----------= ====--=---- ----------- ----======= =======-==-- ------------ -
COLUMN TOTALS 370 33.4 185 16.7 177 16.0 112 10.1 192 17.3 73 6.6 1109 100.0 142 100.0 
----------------- ---------- ------------L----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ --· ----------
Number of ~issino observa~ions = 33 
Tables 25 and 25A su11arize student satisfaction with the student health services at UNI. There is no significant 
overall change fro• last year. However. there were notable changes between the respondents fro111 the College of 
Hu1anities and Pine Arts and Continuing Education (6% decrease and 7% increase respectively in the nuaber not using 
these services). The respondents fro11 the College of Education for this year were significantly aore satisfied 
than those fro• the Colleges of Business Adainistration and Natural Sciences. 
TABLE 2SA 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES CSHC) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------r--------~--





COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS I SRADUATEE I 
------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------ - ----------1· 















NO. Y. ND. ~,; NO I % NO. '4 IJO. Y. 
1so o,.~ 106 68.8 94 66.2 4e 63.2 97 66.o 
87 32.6 48 31.2 48 33.9 28 36.8 50 34.0 












----------- ----------- ----------- -----=====- =========== ===========- ===========- = ========== 
267 31.9 154 18.4 142 17. 0 76 9.1 147 17.6 50 6.0 836 100.0 73 100.0 , 
Number of ,issinq observations= 33 
39 
TABLE 26 
CURRICULUM LABORATORY <EDUCATION CENTER> 
-------------------------------------------------~~~~~~;,~~~~~~;---------------------------- ------------- ----------1 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GP-ADUATES 
---------------- ------------ ---------- ----------------------- ------------ ------------- ----------- - -------·---
COLLEGE OF 
CO~LEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES 
OF OF AND FINE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS 
CATEGORY 





NO. !/ n 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCiAL i CDNTINUJNG 
BEHAVIORAL EDUU:TION 
SCiENCES 
NO. X NO. •: , 
ROW GRfiDUA fE 
TOTAL COLLEGE. 
rm. NO . 
----------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------- ----------- - -----------
Satisfied O'J 22.4 166 89.2 78 44.1 'l'J 29.5 'l'J 38.1 ') ·) 31.5 455 41.1 68 11s.2 U ·..! ·"' ,~ LJ 
Dissatisfied 'J 0.8 4 2.2 7 4.0 0.9 3 I L 1.4 19 1. 7 ~ 'J ~ .., 1 ,U .., ..,,.., 
Did Not Us2 284 76.8 16 8.6 92 52.0 78 69.6 11 · l 't 60.3 1t9 67.1 ' ~'.) t, ,;L , 57.2 b8 48.2 
----------------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------- ----------- = -----------
COLUMN TOTALS '.)')(; 33.4 186 16.B 177 16.0 112 10 .1 189 1'1 1 73 u.o 1107 100.0 1 '11 100.(l ..J I '.' 1 1 1.l 
----------------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------- ----------- - ----------
Numb2r of ~issing observations= 36 
Tables 26 and 26A indicate student satisfaction with Curriculua Laboratory services. Approxi111ately 56% of the 
graduating students did not use these services with, understandably, the students fro• the College of Education 
utilizing these services the aost. Of those that did use these services. 967. were satisfied. There was no 





CURRICULUM LABORATORY (EDUCATION CENTER) 
COLLEGE COLLEGE 
OF OF 
BUS I llESS EDUCATION 
UUDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANlTIES OF 
































----------- ------------- ----------- - -----------I 
COLUMN TOTALS 86 18.1 170 35.9 85 17.9 34 7.2 75 15.8 24 5.1 474 iOO.O 73 100.0 I 
• I 
Number of missing observations= 36 
40 
TABLE 27 
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLE6ES i SCHOOLS GRADUA1ES 
------------------ -:::::~:--- -:::::::---
1
~~~~~~~:~~- -~~~~~;;----~~~~~i~-i~- -~::~::::::-- --:::------ --:::~::~:--
OF OF AND FINf NATURAL BEHA~IDRAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATE60RY 
NO. -;, NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. 
VERY SATISFIED 12 'J 'J 4 2.4 2 1.2 -.J11.J 
SATISFIED 48 1"" , ..... .., 58 35.4 21; t' ~ ,'f ,L 16 
DISSATISFIED 'J 0.8 C 1.2 3 1.8 4 ~ 
VEVi DISSATISFIED 0 ( ; r. 0 r. ' 0 0.0 0 '.l , V ,),IJ 
DID NOT APPLY 297 82.5 100 61.0 140 82.8 84 
X NO. Y. ND. X 
1.0 6 'J 'J ,, (l. 0 ,_l1L ') 
15.2 'J'J ,.,., 17.6 11 15.9 
3.8 5 ~ 'i 4 5.8 L, ; 
o.o u I) I :_; 0 0. 0 





















------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ---------== = ========== 
COLUMN TOTALS 360 34.i 164 15.5 169 16.0 105 10.0 188 17.8 69 6.5 1055 100.0 137 100.0 
----------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- · ----------- - ---------- I 
Number of missing observations= 83 
Tables 27 and 27A su11arize student satisfaction with co1prehensive eKaainations for graduate students. This ite1 
has a 5-point Likert scale. ApproKiaately 22% of the graduating undergraduate students indicated so1e involvement 
in this activity. This is a 3% decrease fro• the previous year. No eKplanation is available. Of the graduate · 
students indicating involve1ent with the activity. 26% were satisfied, with 8% very satisfied; 74% were 
dissatisfied. This is a reversal from last year (78% satisfied, 30% very satisfied and 22% dissatisfied). 
CATESO RY 
TABLE 27A 






. ' l 
GRADUATE 
---------- r----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
HUMANITIES OF SOW\L (, CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGF 
ARTS SCIENCES SC.IENCES 
----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------ -- ------------ ------------ - -----------
Nu. </ :, !JO. ,, ,, NO. Y. NO. NO. ;( NO. ,  ., rJO. Y. NO. 
------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - -----------
:,:my SATISFIED 15 19.2 26 28.9 14 32.6 5 19.2 '1 13.7 4 "' 1 '11 23.1 10 ') Q I L!. L / 1 I,' 
SATISFIED 12 15 .4 4 4.4 2 4.7 3.8 6 11.8 0 0.0 "" c'.J 8.1 23 18.3 
JISSATISFIED 48 61.5 58 64.4 24 55.B 16 61.5 33 64.7 ll 57.9 190 61. 9 82 65.1 
VERY DISSATISFIED 'J j.ti 2 2.2 7.0 4 15.4 5 9.8 4 21.1 21 6.8 ,., ,., 11 8.7 
-- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----====== =========== ============ ============ = =========== 
~OLLiMN TOTALS 78 25.4 90 29.3 43 14.0 26 8.5 51 16.6 19 6.2 307 100.0 126 100.0 
- - ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - -----------
Number of missing observations= 83 
41 
TABLE 28 
CANDIDACY PROCEDURES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r------------ - ----------
UNDERGR1'lDUATEs 





IIO. ?t NO. 
vERY SATISFIED c; 2.6 " 3.3 I ., 
ATISFIED 38 41.0 41 27.2 
ISSATISFIED 5 1.4 :i 1.3 '-
VERY DISSATISFIED lJ I j 0 'l .,r HOT APPL! 294 84.7 102 67.5 
----------------- ----------- ----------




















1'" 0.J 16.3 
------------------ ----------- -----------------------



















6 ':i '.) ,_, .,.J 
27 14.9 





































28 21. 4 
79 60.3 
'C Ju 13.7 
t; 3.8 ,., 
0.8 
t:31 100. 0 
Table 28 and 28A sua1arize student satisfaction with the candidacy procedures for graduate students. Approxi1ately 
20% of the undergraduates indicated involve1ent with this activity. This was the sae as last year. Of the 
graduate students indicating involve1ent with this activity. 82% were satisfied, with 22% very satisfied. 
TABLE 28A 
CANDIDACY PROCEDURES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 









l!U::; 1 fib::; EDUCATION 
UNDERSRADLiATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMMHTiES OF 






NO. ~, h.tn ;, nu, X NO. Y. NO. X NO. 
9 17.0 5 10.2 3 7.7 0 0.0 b 16.2 
38 71. 7 41 83.7 31 79.5 16 76.2 27 73.0 
9.4 2 4.1 5 12.8 4 19.0 '.) 8.1 ·O ,., 







53 25.4 49 23.4 39 18.7 21 10.0 37 17.7 10 4.8 





NO. ~ NO. X 
---------- - ----------
25 12.0 28 2i.5 
158 75.6 "C /, 60.8 
21 10.0 18 13.8 
t; 2.4 5 3.8 ., 
209 100.0 130 100.0 
C. THR ACADEMIC ENVIRONMBNT AT UNI 
1. SATISFACTION WITH TRB UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA ACADBMIC ENVIRONMENT 
The response weighing used for the further statistical analy_ses. in this section was: 
I-Very Satisfied, 2-Satisfied, 3-Dissatisfied, 4-Very Dissat1sf1ed, 5-Does Not Apply. 
TABLE 1 
_OVERALL QUALtTY OF TEACHING 
UNDERGRADUATES I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ _! __________ _ 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
-------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ - ----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL i CONTINUING HOil GRADUATE 
OF n~ ut AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATIOU TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS scmicEs SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ - ----------
NO. X NO. !( NO. X NO. X NO. X NO. NO. X V ,, NO. 

















COLUMN TOTALS 374 33.2 
31 16.4 35 19.1 8 7.1 28 14.3 19 25.7 197 17 .5 50 33.3 
155 82.0 143 78.1 97 86.6 163 83.2 52 70.3 896 79.4 97 64.7 
3 1.6 4 2.2 6 5.4 4 2.0 3 4.1 28 2.5 3 2.0 
0 0.0 1 0.5 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.4 0 0.0 
0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.51 0 v.v 3 0.3 0 0.0 
-;;;-=;::;= =;;;==;::;= =;;;===;:;=r=;;:==:;::1===;:===:::= .==;:;;=:;~~,) =. ,=;;~=;~~:~= 
----------- ----------- ______________________ J ____________ .J.. ____________ ~-~-----------
Number of missing ebserv2tions = 6 
Tables 1 and IA su11arize the degree of student satisfaction with the quality of teaching at UNI. As in past 
studies, there was a high degree of satisfaction. There was a drop of 12% of those graduating from the College of 
Natural Sciences indicating very satisfied, however. 
TABLE 1A 
OVERALL QUALITY OF TEACHING 


































35 19 .1 
143 78.1 
4 2.2 










-------------------= ======-===-r======================= =========== --======== 
l COLUHN TOTALS 372 33.1, 189 i6.8 : 183 16.3 LI 112 10.0 195 17.3 --------------------~---------------------- ' ----------- ----------- ----------
Number of 1issing observations= 6 
43 
------------------------ __ GRADUA TES_, 
CONTINUING RO~ GRADUATE 
EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
NO. X Nu. ~ 
--.-----~-~- - -----------, 197 1,.~ 50 33.3 
-----------
i9 25.7 
52 70.3 896 79. 6 97 64. 7 ' 
3 4.1 28 2.5 3 2.0 
0 0.0 4 0.4 0 0.0 
----------- ------------- - ===-====== 
74 6.6 !i25 100.0 • 150 iOO.O 
-------------------------~-L----------
TABLE 2 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
COLLECE OF 
SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. X NO. X NO. % ND. 'I ,, 
vERY SAi!SFIED i!S 30.7 "L ,ju 19.0 49 26.8 18 16.1 40 20.7 16 21.6 
SATISFIED 239 '" 'l o.:i., 146 77.2 112 61.2 74 66.1 132 68.4 5i 68.9 
DISSATISFIED 18 4.8 6 3.2 20 10.9 18 16. i l" 1'/ 9.8 5 6.8 
VERY DISSAT ISFIED 0.3 0.5 2 1.1 2 1.8 2 LO i.4 
DOES NOT APPL Y 2 0.5 r, 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 /, ., • T 
COLUMN TOTALS 37~ 33.3 189 16.8 183 16.3 ii2 9.9 193 17.1 74 6.6 
l-------------------- ----------



















Tables 2 and 2A su1aarize the degree of student satisfaction of our graduating students with courses in their aajor 
department. As in past years, 92% were satisfied with 26% being very satisfied. Though the overall degree of 
satisfaction for Continuing Bducation graduates was the saae as last year. there was a drop of 9% being very 
satisfied. 
TABLE 2A 












ND. ft NO. ,, /, 
115 30.8 36 19. 0 
239 64.: 146 'l'l " ,,.C:. 
18 4.8 6 3,2 
0.3 1 ' o.s 
----------- ----------
373 33.2 189 16.8 
----------- ----------
Number of iissing observations= 8 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARiS SCIENCES 
NO. 7t NO. 
49 26.8 18 16.1 
112 61.2 74 66.1 
20 I:;. 9 18 16.1 
2 1.1 2 1. 8 
---------- ----------


















16 21. 9 
51 l.O •.,J!. '1 
,:; 6.8 " 

































7 4 '7 . , , 
'~ ,_,,, 
150 100 I 0 
TAbLE 3 
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES 
UNDER6RADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLE6E OF COLLE6E COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADU1~ TE 
OF OF AND FHIE NATURAL Bt.HAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- - ----------
NO. V NO. X NO. t/ NO. t/ NO. V NO. V NO. % tlO. l ~ ,l .. ff " 
-------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- - ----------
VERY SATISFIED 21 5.6 4 2.1 6 3.3 6 5.4 9 4.6 8 11. 0 54 4 0 ,u 12 8.3 
SATISFIED 243 65.0 121 63.7 118 64.5 66 59.5 j'l' ,.,J 66.8 33 45.2 712 63.2 56 38.6 
DISSATISFIED 55 14.7 33 17.4 40 21. 9 ~., t, 24.3 23 11. 7 12 16.4 i90 16.9 6 4.1 
VERY DISSI\TISFIED 17 4.5 7 3.7 4 2.2 3 2.7 10 5 .1 7 9.6 48 4.3 0.7 
DOES NOT APPLY 38 10.2 '.JC: 1'.l '.l 15 8.2 9 8.1 23 11. 7 13 17.8 j'l'.l 10.9 '10 48.3 L.I .L.J1L L.I 
-------------------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ---------""'- ----------- ------------ ------------ = ----------------------
COLUMN TOTALS 374 33.2 190 16.9 183 16.2 111 9.8 196 17.4 73 6.5 1127 100.0 !115 100.0 
Nuraber of missing observations= 12 
· · · 1 d t · n courses Approxiaatel y 76% 
Tables 3 and 3A indicate the degree of student sati_sfa_ction _nth the _genera e ~~a/° d d als~ very dissatisfied. 
of the undergraduates taking these courses were sat1sf1ed, with 5% being very sa is 1e an 
TABLE 3A 
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
-------------------- -;;:;;:;-----;::;;::--1-i~jjifj;j: -:::11::--- :lifilt:i: 
BUSJNESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ---------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ----------
CONT WU ING 
EDUCATION 
NO. ;~ NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. NO. Y. NO. 
---------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------
VERY SATISFIED 21 6 "J ,., 4 2.4 6 3.6 6 5.9 9 5.2 0 13.3 u 
SAT I SF !ED 243 72.3 t ~1 ,t, 73.3 118 70.2 66 64. 7 131 75.7 33 55.0 
D!SSATlSFIED 55 16.4 33 20.0 40 23.8 :;J'l _, 26.5 23 13.3 12 20.0 
VERY DISSATISFIED 17 5 .1 'l 'f ,C 4 2.4 3 2.9 10 5.8 7 11. 7 I 



















COLUMN TOTALS 336 33.5 165 16.4 -~~~--~~~~---~~~--~~~~- -~~~--~~~~----~~---~~~-- -~~:~-~~~~~- ---~~-~~~~~J 
Number of ;issinq observations= 12 
45 
TABLE 4 
TEACHER EDUCATION COURSES 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I . 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITitS OF SOClr1L & 1 CONTINUING ROW GRilDUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. X NO. X NO. Y. NO. l NO. ;4 ND. t/ ,, NO. 
VERY SATISFIED 9 c:.J 33 18.0 9 5 .1 6 5.5 3 1.6 " 6.8 '" 5.9 .., t;.., 
SATISFIED 72 19.7 133 72.7 51 29.1 20 18.2 5S 29~4 16 21. 9 347 31. 7 
DI SSATI SF I ED 8 "" C,t.. 5 :l ~ 1..,/ 17 9.7 3 " 7 ... , 10 " ..,,j 9 i2.3 52 4.8 
VERY DISSATISFIED 3 0.8 0.5 4 "'J 2 ~.,.; i.8 .., 1.6 i) 0.0 13 1.2 
DOES NOT APPLY 273 74.8 11 6.0 94 53.7 79 '11 C 116 62.0 43 58.9 616 56.4 / ,l1l.' 
-------------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ = 
COLUHtl TOTALS 'J' ~ 33.4 :a, 16.7 175 16.(i 110 i O. i 107 17 .1 73 L '") 1093 100.0 vb~ - LIJ,J JUI U I/ 
Nu1ber of missing observations= 50 
Table 4 and U indicate student satisfaction with the teacher education courses. ApproKiaately 86% of the 
undergraduate students, who were in this curriculua, were satisfied, with 147. very satisfied. It appears that 17% 
of the undergraduates changed their 1ajors fro• teaching to non-teaching. There was a 16% increase. from last 












COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FiNE tlATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE ~, U, 
SOCIAL 1 CONTINUHJG RO:./ " 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
SCIENCES 
NO. ~, t.in Jf 11U1 V " NO. !·; NO. i: NO. 
,:r, ,,u, 'I ,l NO. Y, 





















Number of rissing observations= 50 
C 11.1 6 'D ' I ! , ,'! 
51 63.0 20 64.5 
17 21.0 3 9.7 
4 4.9 2 6.5 
------------ ----------
81 1'"1 (; L/1\.J 31 6.5 
-----------------------
46 
3 4.2 c; 16.7 65 13.6 .., 
c;<; "'?" 16 53.3 347 72.7 ..,.., I,• J 
10 14.1 9 30.0 52 10.9 
3 4.2 0 0.0 13 2.7 
----------- ----------- -----------




















PARTICIPATION IN MAJOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNDERBRADUATES 
COLLESES / SCHOOLS 
-------------------- ----------- ----------------------- ----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMAN JTI ES OF 
OF OF AND FHlE Nf1TURAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL L CONTINUING ROW 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
SCIENCES 






NO. 1/ . 
\iERY SATISFIED 39 21.7 i6 14.5 2 2.8 15i 13.6 24 16. 7 54 14.6 17 8.8 ,,~ 12.6 cj 
SATISFIED 100 55.6 56 50.9 31 43.1 619 55.9 69 47.9 210 56.9 106 54.9 1 i6 63.4 
DISSATISFIED 19 10.6 20 18.2 9 ic.5 i53 13.8 7 4.9 48 13.0 33 17.1 24 !3.1 
VERY DISSATISFIED 2 1.1 2 1.8 2 2.8 26 2.3 1 0.7 10 2.7 7 3.6 'J 1.6 " 
DOES NOT APPLY 47 12. 7 17 9.3 20 !1.1 16 14.5 30 15.5 28 38.9 158 14.3 1 113 29.9 
~------------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ------------~- ----------
L
I COLUMN TOTALS 369 33.3 183 16.5 180 16.3 110 9.9 193 17.~ 72 6.5 iiO? 100.0 I 1~4 100.0 
-------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------ --------------------------
Number of ~issing observations= 33 
Tables 5 and 5A su .. arize the degree of student satisfaction of the graduating students with participation in their 
aajor deparhent activities. There was no significant difference between last year and this. There were so1e 
notable college differences, however. There were increases of 8% and 9% of those being very satisfied fro• the 
Colleges of Business Adlinistration and Natural Sciences, respectively. 
TABLE SA 
PARTICIPATION IN MAJOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r-------------
UNDER6RADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 


































Nur.ber of ;issing observations= 33 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMMHTiES OF 
AND FitlE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
ND. ~ NO. ,, H 
39 24.4 16 17.0 
iOO 62.5 56 59.6 
19 11. 9 20 21. 3 
2 1.3 2 2.1 
----------
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL & corn mums 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCiENCES 
NO. NO. •: H 
17 10.4 2 4.5 
!Ob 65.0 31 70.5 
33 20.2 9 20.5 
7 4.3 2 4.5 




















OVERALL EDUCATION AT UNI 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
-------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - --- -·- -----
CATESORY 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE HUMANiTitS OF SOCIAL ~ CONTHlUHiG ROw COLLEGE GRADUATE 
OF AND FINE tlATURAL BEHAViORAL EDUCATIOrl TOTAL OF COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------
NO. 1, IW. X NO. .1, NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. l NO. !/ ~ NO. ;( 
















CDLUHN TOTALS 374 33.2 




0 :; • 0 
-----------
i89 lb.8 
46 25.0 22 19.6 
132 71.7 85 75.9 
4 ~ '.l 4 1. (l C.aL 
1. 0.5 0 0.0 
1 0.5 l 0.9 
----------- -----------
i84 16.3 112 9.9 
42 21. 4 20 27.0 284 ?5,2 55 37. 2 
1 <:'J 78.1 51 68.9 816 72.3 ..,., BO C''", C: J'1,..s 
0.5 'J 4.1 25 2.2 .., 3 2.0 
0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.7 
0 0.0 (i 0.0 j 0.3 0.7 
---------- ------------ ------------
19t, 17 /f 74 6.b 11 ~ .... J.J.l..tj iOO. O ilt8 i 00. 0 
------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------ ------------ - ----------
Number of missing observations= B 
Tables 6 and 6A su1liarize the student satisfaction with the overall education at UNI. Appr0Ki1ately 97% of the 
graduates were satisfied with 27% being very satisfied. The Continuing llducation graduates had a significant 

















COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 




SOCIAL 0 CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE u 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION iOTAL COLLEGE 
SCI EriCES 
NO. X NO& 7. NO. 7. NO. ~r, NO. !/ ,t NO. NO. !/ it NO. 
99 26.5 55 29.1 
265 7i.O 130 68.8 
0 2.4 4 2.1 I 
() 0.0 I) 0.0 
---------- ----------












42 21.4 20 27.0 284 25.2 55 37.4 j 
153 78.1 51 68.9 816 72.5 88 59.9 • 
0.5 
0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 . 0.7 
3 4.1 25 2.2 3 2.0j 
----------- -----===-=- -========= ------------ -----======= = ========== 
182 16.2 111 9.9 196 17.4 74 6.6 1125 100.0 147 100. 0 
----------- -----------L----~------ ------------------------ - ----------







VERY SATISFIED 117 31.4 
SATISFIED 219 58.7 
DISSATISFIED 29 7.8 
VERY DISSATISFIED 0.3 
DOES NOT APPLY 'l 1. 9 I 
------------------- ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 373 'J~ ~ ..;,J,c'. 
TABLE 7 

























































CONTHWltlG ROW GR~DIJA fE 
EDUCAiIOrl TOTAL COLLEGE. 
rm. NO. NO. 
8 11.0 278 24.B .~9 46.9 
54 74.0 696 62.0 73 49.7 
7 9.6 120 i0.7 3 2.0 
2 '.l.., 10 0.9 0.7 L.,/ 
'.l 2.7 19 1 .., 0. 'J L. 1,/ 
----------- ----------- ·- ·----~ -----
'1'J 6.5 1123 100.0 147 100.0 ,.., 
-------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- -------------
I 
Namber of raissing observations= 14 
Tables 7 and 7A su11arize the degree of student satisfaction with the relationship of courses to career. There was 
no significant overall change fro• last year for the baccalaureates: there were college differences, however. For 
eKa1ple, the respondents fro• the College of Hu.anities and Fine Arts had a 9% increase in those being very 
satisfied. 
TABLE 7A 
RELATIONSHIP OF COURSES TO CAREER 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 




























NO. Y. NO. % NO. ~ NO. X ND. Y. ND. 
117 32.0 49 26.1 46 25.8 24 22.0 34 17.7 c; 11. 3 u 
219 59.8 12B 68.1 109 61.2 64 58.7 122 63.5 54 76.1 
::;o 'l " 11 5.9 23 12.9 18 16.5 32 16.7 7 9.9 ~, ,.'1 " 
0.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 2.8 4 2.1 2 2.8 
----------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------


















Lu 47.3 U/ 
'7'J 50.0 I.! 




----------- ----------------------------------- ---------- -------------------------- . ----------













INTELLECTUAL LEVEL OF STUDENTS 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE 
OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. '.4 NO. X NO. Y. NO. '.l NO. Y. NO. 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
58 15.6 30 15.9 14 7.7 12 10.7 17 B.7 12 16.4 
282 75.8 153 81.0 139 76.8 85 75.9 155 79 .1 c;• u'I 74.0 
23 6.2 'J 1.6 23 12.7 10 8.9 20 10.2 6 8.2 ,J 
4 1.1 0.5 4 2.2 3 2.7 4 2.0 1.4 
5 1.3 2 1.1 1 0.6 2" 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 
------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- -----------
























------------------------------------ ----------- ---------- --------------------------------------
Number of missing observations= !4 
Tables 8 and 8A su11arize the degree of student satisfaction with the intellectual level of students at UNI. There 
was no significant overall difference fro• last year when co1paring the baccalaureate graduates. There was a 13% 
increase in graduate students being very satisfied, with a corresponding decrease in those being satisfied. The 
baccalaureates fro1 the College of Education who were very satisfied decreased 9% fro1 last year. 
TABLE 8A 
INTELLECTUAL LEVEL OF STUDENTS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------ I-----------, 
UNDERGRADUATES 










AND ~ iNE 
ARTS 
COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
OF SOCIAL & 
NATURAL BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES SCIENCES 






NO. 't, NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. t; ,, NO. X NO. l 
VERY SATISFIED 58 15.8 30 16.0 14 7.8 12 10.9 17 8.7 12 16.4 143 12.8 29 20.3 
SATISFIED 282 76.8 153 B1.8 139 ~, n j I.( 85 77.3 155 79.1 54 74.0 868 78.0 99 69.2 
DISSATISFIED n'J c_.., 6.3 3 1. 6 23 12.8 10 9. I 20 10.2 o 8.2 85 7.b 12 8.4 
VERY DISSATISFIED 4 1.1 0.5 4 2.2 ') 2. 7; 4 2.0 ,J I 1.4 17 1.5 i 3 2.1 
===-======== ====----=--- ---------== 
73 6.6 1113 100.0 143 100.0 
------------· ------------~- -----------
COLUMN TOTALS 367 33.0 ! 1B7 16.8 i 180 16.2 110 9.9l 196 17.6 
-------------------- -----------~----------- · -----------~---------- -----------


















FAIRNESS OF GRADING 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES i SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 






corn I NU ING 
EDUCATION 
ND. Y. NO. :t. NO. Y. NO. X NO. X NO. Y. 
---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
36 9.7 20 10.6 13 7.1 10 8.9 21 10.8 o 8.1 
307 82.3 157 83.1 159 87.4 91 81.3 159 82.0 60 81.1 
26 7 r, ,v 1i 5.8 9 4.9 11 9.8 II 5.7 B 10.8 
3 O.B 0.5 0.5 (; 0.0 '.l 1.5 0 0.0 V ... 
0.3 () 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
373 33.2 189 16.8 182 16.2 112 1 ·~ (; 194 17.3 '1/, 6.6 v,v IT 




NO. '.t. NO. X 
------------- - ----------
106 9 /, ,.., 37 25.0 
933 83.0 102 68.9 
76 6.8 7 4.7 
8 0. 7 0 0.0 
0 \ 2 1.4 
------------- ----------
11~· d'.'I 100.0 1'•8 !CiO. 0 
Tables 9 and 9A su11arize the degree of student satisfaction with the fairness of grading at UNI. Approxi1ately 
93% of the graduates were satisfied with 10% very satisfied. There was no significant change fro• last year. 
TABLE 9A 
FAIRNESS OF GRADING 
UNDERGRADUATES 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE QF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. X NO. ~ NO. X NO. 1t NO. '.4 NO. ,. 7, 
----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- -----------
36 9.7 20 10. 6 13 7.1 10 8.9 21 10.8 6 8.1 
307 82.5 157 83 .1 159 87.4 91 81.3 159 82.0 60 81.1 
26 7.0 li 5.8 9 4.9 11 9.8 11 5.7 8 10.8 
3 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.0 3 !.~ 0 0.0 







B 0. 7 
372 33.1 189 i6.8 182 16.2 112 10.0 194 17.3 74 6.6 1123 100.0 




















DOES NOT APPLY 
TABLE 10 
INSTRUCTORS ACCESSIBILITY AND HELPFULNESS 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCP.DOLS GRADUATES 
-:::::::--- -:::::::--- ~~~~~~~~~~~-;~~~~~~--- ~i~~~i~-~;-r·:::~~::~::- ---:::------- --~::~::~:--
OF OF AND Flt4E NAiURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
ND. Y, 
87 23.3 32 
'.J~t 68.4 144 L..JJ 
'.JC: 6.7 9 L.J 






































i 9. ·~ 
b2.5 
18 .1 
0.9, 0.5 0 0.0 
r, c; .,,1 ., •1 • v~ r. r, 











75 51. 0 
8 5.4 
2.0 
3 2.0 V. . '· . '· I V.' 
-------------------- ----------- -----------[----------- -----------L------------------------ ------------ -----------r , ··-------- -
C01 UM"J TQ"'" /\L... ... ... ' "''J ... I • 08 1. " 1 c~ 1 t .... I 1 • 1 Q ... 1'"'. • " ~ 1 "2 ' ' 11 'J" 'r. n " . /" . CI'\ " 
- L "_' IH :; ______ -.:ii'l--J..,,j_!_'u -- t:,,/_ - UL-- .,t-Ld ___ .. '1_. - 'tt:, __ 11.;:i_; __ ' ___ o.'I __ - LJ-lVt.v _____ ,11_1~~~~--
Number of missing oJservations = 14 
Tables 10 and lOA su11ari2e the degree of student satisfaction with the instructor's accessibility and helpfulness 
to the student. There was no significant change fro• last year. Though 947. of the respondents fro• the College of 
Education were satisfied, they were least likely to be very satisfied. 
TABLE 10A 
INSTRUCTORS ACCESSIBILITY AND HELPFULNESS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r------------- -- ----------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES / SCHCOLS I j GRADUATES 
--------------------------------~----------- -----------~-----------------------~------------ ------------' .. ----------
! COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLESE OF ! 
COLLEGE I COLLEGE HUMANlTI~S OF SOCIAL & cmnrnurns RD~ GRAf'UATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURPL BE~AVIOPAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES ~Llt~~t::. 
ChTEGQRY ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
-------------------- Na. ____ x ___ Na. ____ x ___ ~o. ____ % ___ N~·- ___ 1 ___ ~o. ____ 1 ___ No. ____ x ____ -~~· ____ i ___ f- "~· ____ 1 __ 
1 VERY SATISFIED 87 23.5 32 17.1 41 22.5 22 20.0 45 23.0 14 19.4 241 21.6 1 58 40.3 
SA •1c~1"D e.r, 60' 1// '"i" 'J 128 '7t" 'J 'l" 'L • '' 1 "I 9 /C: L'.J ~ "B" "'· 4 / "r 52 I · 1 ,;lit C.Jb , , V 1'"T'""! ,/ .,_ ,J,u ,j t.•u.~ 1'+ /11 ~.., UL,J / / /1), J I /.J ~1 II 
D'C"'TI"F'"~ :::5 t" 9 4 ° 1·,· . ' I' '" 7 9 4 . I" 18 1 8' 7:, I O 5. ·1,.,:;H ::, ltii ,_ ..,, / ,u t,,V ,'f I('., ,t, ,J , , l ,LJ I u ,t:, 
)!1?1111?:: _ :iibVi_ : '.;1)'.L'.il::'.i:i:_:;'.;:::li :;;;:::i:L):::ir : , , . :: . ,:: }: . ,:: , ,:: 1 




r----------------------------------------------------~~~;;;;;~~~~;;-------------------------- ------------- - -----------
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 6RADUAT[S 
-------------------------------- -----------r~;~~~;~-;;-T-~;~~~~~--- ~;~~~;~-~;- ----------• - ------•---- ·- •·• ·•--·--· 
COLLEGE COLLEGE l HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL i CONTINUING ROW GRADUATF. 
OF OF 1
1 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION , ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. Y. NO. :, NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. NO. 'I ,I NO. Y. 
' -------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- - ------------ ----------
VERY SATISFIED 15 4.1 100 54.3 18 15.3 13 11.B 10 5.3 2 2.8 158 14.5 14 10.0 
SATISFIED 61 16.9 66 35.9 35 20.1 21 19.1 44 23.2 13 18.3 240 22.0 27 19.3 
DISSATISFIED 13 3.6 3 i.6 3 i.7 3 2.7 9 4.7 7 9.9 I 38 3.5 ' 6 4.3 
VERY DI SSAT I SF I ED 3 0, 6 I O. 5 2 i. I O. 9 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 I ! 6 0. 5 , 0. 7 
D'1ESrDTAP"LY "'ll "1 9 1' 'l' 11• 66'1 '12 ''it; 1"" "O I"'"'• i "O - 0 - , 92 ·-" 
•;::;Mli;;J ;:;aaaaaa a ::t :: : J;;: aa;::: a •;;: ••;;:; c;: t :: : ; a •; :; aa ;; : > aa ;: aa'::: t: ;:;; •;:O:: i t;;; •; :: : : 
·-------------------- -----------~----------- ) ------- ---- ----------- ___________ L _____________ . -------------------------
Number of ~issing observations= 53 
Tables 11 and llA suuarize the student satisfaction with student teaching at UNI. ApproKillately 60% of the 
graduating students said this did not apply to the111. However. there were 73% who indicated they were on a non-
teaching curriculu1 1ajor. Thus. 13% 1ust have changed their curriculu1 at so1e point in their tenure at UNI or 
had a double aajor. Of those graduates who had student teaching experiences, 90% were satisfied with 35% being 
very satisfied. 31% of the graduates fro• the College of Huaanities and Fine Arts were very satisfied, a 16% 








COLLEBES / SCHOOLS 
COL~EGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE QF 





- r GRADUATES 
GRADUATE 
COLLEGE 
t i , I/ \ f1 ~: r , If ~ \ r; tf I t/ l , !/ r l , !/ 1 ~·n ~ .,J. ,. ,J.,, ,, ,10. " ,Ju. ,. ~iO. " ,JO. " j NO. " ''". .• 
-. -, .. -=~- TC-Tt:" ----- -- 'c: --- ' - - - - ' ... -- -" - " - -- 1 " -- " -- " - ------ " -- '.l - -- ' --- 1 ---- ------------r---c: ---"---- - --1 --- '.JD - ~ -
vtRr ::;HT. u~, ... u Li )t;,J 11)1) Jtl,tl ,ti jl.tJ 13 j4.... 10 .5.9 2 9.1 I Li8 ,j'J,7 ,4 L!,L 
SATISFIED 61 67.0 66 38.8 35 60.3 21 55.3 44 69.B 13 59,1 ' 240 54.3 27 56.3 
DlSSATiSFIED 13 14.3 3 1.8 3 5.2 3 ,.~ 9 14.3 7 31.8 38 8.6 6 12.5 
VEHY D lSSAT l SF 1 ED 2 2. 2 0. 6 2 3. 4 1 2. 6 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 6 1. 4 I 1 2 .1 I 
t:;;;;;;:;;;;;;::::::t::;;::;;:;:t:;;;::;;:;:.::;;::;;:;: ::;;:::;:;:_::;;::;;:;:L::;;:::;:;:::::;;;:;;;:;:'.:':·;;:;;;:;:j 
Number of missing obser1ations = 53 
53 
TABLE 12 










VERY DI 5SATI SF IED 
COLLEGE GF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL L CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. X NO. Y. NO. I NO. I NO. X NO, X NO. % 
----------- ---------- ----------
104 27.9 55 29.3 C'~ ,J,j 29 .1 
253 67.8 131 69.7 1 ~· ,ta 69.2 
12 3.2 2 1.1 3 1.6 
3 0.8 0 0.0 0 r, ,1 ,_, ,._, 
29 26.6 L:J 31.B UL 
74 67.9 127 65.1 
5 4.6 I, 2.1 ~ 
,1 0.0 0.5 V 
19 25.7 
t;'J 71.6 u~ 
2 " 7 c:., 
0 0.0 























-~=~~- NOT :A~~L \==== ==::==::.: = ==:~==~ 0. 0 = =~::==~~;~ =~:====;:: =~::==< ·~ =r==:~ === 0. ~)==~===:;=~~~::=====~; '. ==;~;; 
-~~L~Mtl_ TuTHLS ______ -3,:o __ ,j~. ,j ___ ltiB __ 16.e _ - ,t1c: __ ,6.c: _l_ 1v9 ___ ,, 7 ___ 1 ,~; __ 1, ·"' _ -- '"' ___ 6 ,b __ : _ 11c:1 _ 1v,:,0 J_l_ Htl _ 1,J:; '''_. 
Number of missing observations= 17 
Tables 12 and 12A su11arize the student satisfaction with the~r total experi~nce at UNI. There is no significant 
overall change fro1 last year. There was. however. a notable increase (11%) 1n baccalaureates being very satisfied 
from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
TABLE 12A 
TOTAL EXPERIENCE AT UNI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------,-------------
UNDERGRADUATES I I I 
t.OLLEub / """O[)L::; I b~iHl!UH, t::; ,... I " "' C'"'U ' " '"' ... · ""'"'T.-r. 
--------------------------------- -----------r----------- ----------------------------------- -------------
' COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOC!AL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAUIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
SATESDRY 
NO. Y. NO. !{ NO. Y. NO. Y. IIO. NO. 
'JERY SATISFIED 104 28.0 t::C.: 29.3 53 29 .1 ...J •..: 29 26.9 62 32.0 10 I I 'Jt; " ,.u, I 322 
SHT!SFJED 253 68. 0 131 69.7 126 69.2 74 68.5 1"" J.C.! 65.5 ~'J ).; 7i. 6 764 
DISSATISFIED 12 'J 'J 2 1.1 'J 1.6 5 4 L 't 2.1 i:'. 2.7 28 -..,/1L. "' ,u 










'17 32 ' 4 
93 64. I 
4 2.B 
0.7 
COLUMN TOTALS 372 33.3 j 188 16.8 182 16.3 j 108 9.7 i 194 17.4 : 74 6.6 ! 1118 100.0 145 100.0 
-------------------- -----------L-----------~-----------··----------------------- '----------- '------------ -------------~ 
Number of missing observations= 17 
54 
D. STUDENT DHVHLOPMHNT AT UNI 
1. SATISFACTION RELATED TO STUDENT DEVELOPMENT . . t . 
The response weighting used for the further st!tist~ca~ analyses in thi s sec 10n was: 
Satisfied, 2-Satisfied, 3-Dissatisfied, 4-Very D1ssat1sf1ed, 5-Does Not Apply . 
I-Very 
TABLE 1 
INTELLtCTUAL DtVtLO~MENT AT UNI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------r-· ----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLE6ES i SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLESE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL :. 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATIO/; ARTS SCI EN CES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. :i NO. Y. NO. Y. rJO. X NO . 
VERY SATISFIED 85 22.8 45 23.9 57 31. 1 24 21.4 52 26.7 
SATISFIED 268 72.0 140 74.5 124 67.8 82 'l'J " '"-'•~ !32 67.7 
















'l"~ 'll'i , 1'J I V 1 I 
36 ') " .i , C: 
VERY DISSATISFIED 2 0.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.5 D 0.0 3 0.3 
D;JES NOT APPLY 4 1.1 0 0.0 0.5 0 ,1,1,1 2 1.0 0 0.0 , 0.6 
-------------------- -----------r----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------











~-------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------· -------------------------~- -----------
Nu rber of missing observations= 14 
Tables 1 and IA su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the graduated students ' intellectual develop1ent at UNI. 
There was no signi ficant change fro1 last year . 
TABLE 1A 
INTELLECTUAL DtVELOPMENT AT UNI 
utlDERGRADUATEE 


















OF SOCIAL 1 CDUTINUING " 
llATUHAL 8EHAVIGRAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NiJ. NO. 
85 23.1 4~ 23.9 57 31.3 24 21.4 52 26.9 20 27.0 
268 72 .8 140 74.5 124 68.1 82 73 .2 132 68.4 49 66 .2 
















'.'.'.'.'.'. _ ___ '. ___ 
0
:S aaa:aaaO::. aaa:aaa'.:'.af aaa'.aaaaaaa! aaaaaaa:::. aaa:aaa:::. aaaaa:aaa:::. a aaaaaaa::: t 
, __ ·_-.·- .v~ !;· . c;: ~ • 
COLUMN TOiALS 368 32 .9 188 16.8 182 16.3 , 112 10 .0 193 17 .3 74 6.6 1117 100 .0 145 100.0 
-------------------------------- ----------- ------------r----------------------- ----------- ------------- -~----------
Number of missira cbservations = 14 ss 
CATEGORY 
TABLE 2 






NO. ., ., ND. ., ,1 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES / SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMAfll Ti ES OF 
AND FIN[ fHHURAL 
:4RTS SCiENCES 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL ~ COtHINU!NG u 
BEHAVIORAL EDt;CATiON 
SCIHiCES 













DOES NOT APPLY 
116 31.3 60 32. 1 61 33.3 36 32.4 se 29.6 23 31.1 I 354 31.6 
231 62.3 122 OJ,t 114 62.3 65 58.6 127 64.8 40 54.1 I 699 62.3 
17 4. 6 4 2. 1 5 2. 7 5 4. 5 6 3 .1 ' t; 8. i 1 43 3. 8 
2 o.s o o.o c o.o 2 1.s 3 1.51 1.4 1 s o.7 
5 i.3 1 0.5 3 1.6 3 2.7 2 1.01 4 5.4 f JS J,o 
' I 
---------- ----------- ------------ ----------- __________ j ______________ ~-----------
25 17 I 4 
80 55.6 
8 5.6 
1 ,, ,-, 
29 20. i 
------------------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ----------- -------------------------r----------- ·- ------·---
c[·• u•01 ~OTA' " '.>N' 'J"' 18'7 '' r; to·· 16 'J 1 11 °" 1''' 1 N 5 ' 7' ' ' ' 'j"·"· 1 '1' · ·· 1 ! '' ,, __ , '· 1L flh I L~ w/1 ...;j.l I le., ,lU,j ! 0 1..J ! , .'i 70 1/1 j t+ w.o 11 t'.C:. 1\;t),V: <t'f ltltJ . t_t 
-------------------- ---------- -----------,------------ ----------- ---------- '--------------L------------~-----------
Number of missing observations= 18 
Tables 2 and 2A su11arize the satisfaction with graduated students· social develop11ent at UNI. There was no 
overall change fro• last year. There was a notable change co1paring respondents fro• the Graduate College: there 
was a 16% increase in the does not apply category. Of those graduate students indicating that it did apply there 
was an 11% increase in the satisfied category. 
TABLE 2A 









COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GR ADUATES i ---- ------- ----------- ---------- ------------~----------- ------------ ------------r- ----------
1 I 
CQLL~GE OF COLLEGE I COLLEGE OF ' 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HLlHANITIES JF SOCIAL ~ 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL 
BUSINESS EDUCAT lON AR;s SCIENCES SCIENCES 
rm. •,; NO. /, NO. ;!, NO. Y. NO. 
-··--------
llt. 31. 7 60 'J~ ~ WL 1,.J 61 jj.9 36 32.3 58 29.9 
~'Ji 63.1 i..UL 122 
i7 4.6 4 
















NO. :;. NO. .-1. 
J'"J 'J~ C 




354 32 .1 
699 t,j,j 
43 'J C ._,, , 





' NO . '.! I - __________ j 
25 21. 7 
u 7. 0 
2 t '1 11 ! 
--==-=============== ========== ========== ===========-r========== 
""'LJl"f' ~OF ' " "" ""2 19L t' "· I 19 ·· 1' 'J: ('" "8 ---------- ------------ ------------ -==========~ 194 17. 6 70 6, 3 1 Ji.l4 1 ()(i . 0 ! ' 115 l {){) , (i . - l,ULi 11.\ _I __ ,L::; _____ _l_ .:loC --JJ, -- - , •u -- , 0, t! -~-, ,IJ -- dl,., _! _ 1 Jtl --- '1, -
---------- ----------------------------------------
~u~ber of ~issing observations= 18 
56 
TABLE 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENCE 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------r-r----------~-
UNDERGRADUATES 







NO. % NO. 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
HUMMlITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTJNUJNG RD~ 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
/iRTS SCIENCES SCIENCl:S 




VERY SATISFIED 141 38.1 73 38.8 74 \0.9 38 34.2 77 39.3 26 35.6 429 38.3 42 29.2 
SATISFIED 220 59 .5 110 58.5 99 54. 7 67 60.4 109 55.6 4~ 57.~ I 64: 5: ·~ 64 44.4 
DISSATISFIED 3 0.8 2 1.1 2 1.1 2 1.8 1 0.5 .:J 4,1 l.:l 1.c I 3 2.1 
:;my DISSATISF!ED 1 0.3 0 0.0 c- 0.6 1~ 0.0 2 1.0 0 0.0 , 4 0.4 I 0. 71 
.;;:;;;:;;;;:;:aaaaa ·;;i··;;:;.l·;;l··,;:;· ·;;;··;;:;·r·1,; ... ;:;.: ·;;(··;;:;· ··;; ... ;:; .. ;.,,::·10:::~·, .,;;.,:;::1 
-------------------- __________ _L ___________________________________________________________________________ ~--------- --
Number of miss ing observations= 21 
Tables 3 and 3A su11arize the satisfaction with the graduating students develop1ent of independence. There was no 
overall change fro• last year. There was a notable change co1paring respondents fro• the Graduate College; there 
was a 20% increase in the does not apply category. 
TABLE 3A 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENCE 
--- UNDERGRADUATES I 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS bKHUUHlt~ 
-------------------- -----------r-----------r~;:~~;~-;;- -~;::~;;--- ~;~~~;~-;;-1· ------------ ------------ -----------
COLLEGE COLLEGE 
I 
HUMANIT IES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
CATEGO RY 
VERY SA Ti SF l ED 
SATISFIED 
D lSSA Tl SF I ED 
VERY DISSATISFIED 
OF OF AND F!NE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------
NO. % NO. :1 NO. t• uri t: NO. ;( NO. NO. t/ NO. !/ !, lhi , .'1 l. It " ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ - ----------
141 38.6 /j j't, J 7~ 42.0 38 ,:JJ,5 77 40.7 "L c'.u 36.6 429 39.2 ''.) 'h .. 38.2 
220 60.3 110 59.5 99 56.3 67 62.6 109 57.7 p , L. 59.2 647 59.2 64 58.2 
3 0.8 2 1.1 2 1.1 2 1. 9 0.5 'J • ;i 1 ~ i.2 3 2. 7 u ~.~ ,,., 
0.3 0 o.o 0.6 0.0 :i 1.1 0 0.0 4 0.4 (, L. V , 
------------------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ========-- ============ -============ = == -======= 
COLUMN TOTALS 365 33.4 185 16.9 176 16.1 107 9.8 189 17.3 1093 100.0 11 0 100 .0 
- - ----- ---------------------------------------------- ------------







DCES NOT APPLY 
TABLE 4 
INVOLVEMENT IN CURRENT ISSUES 
IJNDERSRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF OF AND F !NE NA TUR AL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLE% OF 
SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
B~HAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
NO. X NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. ~ NO. i\ ND. V. 
35 9.5 15 7.9 
243 66.0 148 78.3 



















'.)') t'J 0 
L/ 1,_1 ,U 
142 72.4 































! rr: :,~i: n .",: C . ':iLP. ')cj ~ iOC . -. ! -':i 'L ~ i t t t O c; iOL ") ==~~===~=:= 
i uU;,.ul!I, T.., T nL.1 l ,Ji.HJ '-'L, 8 • 'J 1 16, 'f l lJ-, l w, j u, , " , , u l,, 5 ; 4 0, u 
L-------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
1121 100.0 I w, 100.0 
------------r-~-----------
Number of missing observations= 19 
Tables 4 and 4A suaaarize the degree of satisfaction the graduated students had with their involve1ent in current 
issues while at UNI. There was no significant overall change fro• last year. 
TABLE 4A 




COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COL~EGE rec '-'! 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES n~ SOCIAL 1 CONTINUING ROW ur " 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CAESOF:Y 
NO. i: NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. NO. Y. 
VERY SATISF :ED ,:c, 9.9 15 8.2 18 10.5 14 13.3 27 14 .1 9 12.7 118 10.9 ._,._, 
SATISFIEQ 243 69 .5 149 80.9 126 ')'J 'J 72 !..!1 ,J 68.6 142 74.0 57 80.3 'J~o I tJs• "~ 1 I~,• 
DI SSA Tl SF I ED '71 20.0 20 10. 9 27 15.7 18 17 .1 21 10.9 5 7.0 162 <C' ; ; .J,\I 
v~~ .. DISSATISFIED 6 1 'J 0 0.0 (\ L 1 1.0 '.l i. 0 0 ~ ' 10 0.9 tKl .. . , \/1U '- ... :,I_J 
' ---------- =-=-=------ ---------- ~ ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------

















-------------------- ---------- ----------- -----------~-----------~-----------~-------------------------~------------
Number of missing observations= 19 58 
TABLE 5 
DIVERSITY OF BACkGROUND OF STUDENTS 
--------------------------------------------------::~~~~~~;,~~~~~~~::-------------------------1------------ - -::::::~::-· 
CO~LEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE or 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROIJ GRADUATE 
['F OF AND FINE 1JATURAL BfHAV !Of:AL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUS I tiESS EDUCATiOIJ ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. l NO. ~ liO. I NO. I ttO. r. rrn. x tJO. NO. 
VERY SATISFIED 33 9.0 14 7.4 26 14.3 l! 10.0 21 10.8 8 10.8 113 10.1 28 19.6 
SATISnED 256 69.B 139 73.9 108 59.3 84 76.4 128 66.0 50 67.6 765 t8.6 79 55.2 
DISSATISFIED 60 16.3 29 15.4 35 19.2 'l 6.4 32 16.5 I 13 17.6 1"' 15.8 , b 15 10.5 
VERY DI SSA TI SF I ED 2.5 4 2.1 10 5.5 4 3.6 12 ' '.l b,L. 3 4.1 42 3.8 B 5.6 
DOES NOT APPLY 9 2.5 2 1.1 3 1.6 4 3.6 1 0.5 ,_, 0.(; 19 1.7 13 q 1 '" 
------------------- ----------- ----------- ===========~===========c========== ----------- -----------
COLUMN TOTALS l 367 32.9 I 188 16.9 182 16.3 1 110 9.9, 194 i7.4 -------------------- -----------~-----------l __________________________________ 74 6.6 1115 i(H; , 0 143 100.0 
Nu;ber cf missing obser vations= 26 
Tables 5 and 5A suaaarize the degree of satisfaction the graduated students had with the diversity of background of 
students at UNI. There was no significant change fro1 last year. The overall satisfaction (807.) aay only indicate 
that because of their ho1ogeneous background, UNI's diversity see1s satisfactory. 
TABLE SA 
DIVERSITY OF BACKGROUND OF STUDENTS 
----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- r------------r- ----------
UNDERGRADUATES 






l COLUMN TOTALS -------------------
COL~EGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE CDLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROU GRADUATE 
COLLEGE OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATIO~ TDTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCAT ION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. Y. NO. !/ \ :1-; .,, :n ... !'. NO. X NO. x rm . !! .. rm. NO . 
11 10.4 21 10.9 8 10.8 il3 1( .3 28 21.5 'J'J 9.2 14 7.5 26 14.5 ,J,J 
251: 71.5 !39 74.7 108 60.3 84 79.2 128 65.3 50 67.6 765 c9,8 79 60.8 
7 6.6 32 16.6 13 17.6 !76 16.1 15 11.5 60 16.8 '.)0 15.6 35 19.6 L. I 
4 3. B 12 6. 2 3 4. 1 ' ~2 3. 8 f 8 6. 2 
---------- =========== ============' ============ = ::----===--
-~~~---:~~---193 __ 11.6J __ 74 ___ 6.s ____ 1096 _100.o ____ 130_1 00 .0_ 
9 2.5 4 2.2 10 5.6 
35e 32.7 186 1~.o 179 16.3 
Nu,ber cf ffiissing observations= 26 
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TABLE 6 
RESPONSIVENESS TO STUDENT SUGGESTIONS 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ----------~ 
COLLE6E COLLEGE 
OF OF 
BUS IilESS EDUCATION 
CATEGORY ---------- ----------
NO. '4 llO. X 
-------------------- ---------- ----------
VERY SATISFIED ::>" ~c 6.0 7 3.7 
SATISFIED 164 45. l 119 63.0 
DISSATISFIED 111 30.5 49 25.9 
VERY DISSATISFIED 28 7.7· B 4.2 
DOES NOT APPLY 39 10.7 6 3.2 
UilDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLE6E 
HUMMHTIES OF 
AND FlllE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
---------- -----------
ND. 7, IIO. ¥ " 
---------- ----------
2 1.1 4 3.6 
90 50.0 49 44.5 
56 31.1 30 27.3 
11 6.1 I 8 7.3 














CONTINUING ROW 6RAD1JATE 
EliUCATION TOTAL COLLm 
----------- ------------ - ----------
IIO. X NO. l NO. ~ 
----------- ------------ - ----------
2 2.8 42 3.8 10 7 .1 
38 52.B 54B 49.4 67 47.5 
18 25.0 323 29 .1 Vi 9.9 
10 13.9 89 8.0 ., 5.0 I 
4 5.6 107 9.6 :,3 30.~ 
======================..I.-===============================~============== 
_cOLU~N_TOTALs ______ l_364 __ 32.B 189 17.0 !80 16.2 110 9.9 l !94 17.5 72 6.5 1109 100.D 1\1 100.0 
---------- ~----------- ------------------------. ------------· -. ----------
Nu1ber of missing observations= 34 
Tables 6 and 6A su11arize the satisfaction the graduated students had with staff/faculty responsiveness to student 
suggestions. There were no significant overall changes fro1 last year except for the 15% decrease in those fro1 
the Graduate College being very satisfied and the 12% increase in the satisfied category for Continuing Bducation 
with an 18% decrease in the dissatisfied category. 
TABLE 6A 
RESPONSIVENESS TO STUDENT SUGGESTIONS 
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------
! lJNDER6RADUATES I 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS , GRADUATES 
I 
---------------------. -----------, ---------- ,---------- -----------------------, ------------ ----------- -t----------
: COLLEGE OF 
COLLESE i COLLEGE 
OF I o~ 
BUSINESS I EDUCA;ION 
CATEGORY 
HUMANITiES 







SOCiAL i u 
BEHAVIORAL 
SCiENCES 






HD. ~ NO. X liO. X NO. ft uo. liO. NO. X 
-------------------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- - ----------
VEF'Y SATISFIED 22 6.8 7 3.8 2 1.3 4 4.4 5 2.8 'J ~ 0 42 4.2 10 10.2 L L• ! 
SATISFiED 164 50.5 li9 65.0 90 56.6 49 53.8 88 50.0 38 55.9 548 54.7 67 68.4 
DISSATISFIED 111 34.2 49 26.8 56 35.2 30 33.0 59 33.5 18 26.5 323 32.2 14 14.3 
VERY DISSATISFIED 28 8.6 8 4.4 11 6.9 8 8.8 24 13.6 10 14.7 89 8.9 '7 7. j I 
COLUMN TOTALS 325 32.4 i83 18.3 159 15.9 91 9.1 176 17.6 
======== · == ============1~=========== 
68 6.0 1002 100.0 I 98 100.0 
----------- ~----------- ------------ . I --------------------------------------------~----------------------- ----------
Number of missi,g observati0~s = 34 
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III. KISCHLLANHOUS INFORMATION 
The following tables and co1ments are for those ite1s on the survey instruaent that did not have the 
ho1ogeneity that the preceding items did. Since these ite1s had only a YES/NO for1at there was no need 
to prepare the Alpha labeled tables that have been in the preceding sections. Thus. there is only one 







COLLEGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 





COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE CF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL ' CONTINUING HOW GRADUATE " 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL rnucrnoN TOTAL COL LESE 
BUSiliESS EDUCATION APTS SCiENCES SCIENCES 
tm. % NO. 7. NO. Y. NO. ;. NO. % NO. NO. % 
5 1. 3 2 1.1 2 1.1 0 0.0 3 1. 5 0 o.o 12 1.1 C'';' 'JO r; .J I UU,L1 
368 98.7 184 98.9 179 98.9 111 100.0 191 99.5 73 100.0 110S 98.9 92 61. 7 
=========== ========-== ===-------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - -----------' 373 33,4 186 16,6 I 181 16,2 111 9,9 ' 194 17.4 1 73 6,5 1118 101),1) 149 100,(l 
___________ L ___________ ~----------- -----------~-----------: ------------ ------------ -------------· 
• I 
Number of iissing observations= 17 










COLLEGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
i" ~ ------------------------------------- ------------- ----------- - -----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
; COLLEGE COLLEGE i HUMAN !TI ES OF SOC I AL & CONT !NU ING 
OF OF I AND F rnE ti A TUR AL BEHAV !ORAL EDUC AT ION 
BUS !NESS EDUC A TI C,N I ARTS SCI ENC ES SC I ENC ES 
liO. NO. 
----------- ----------- ----------- -------------






NO. •: " rw. 
-- ----------- ------------- ----------- - -----------
23 4.0 15 8.1 




~c C ' c; '"tu uW,..i 183 94.8 
4.1 
70 95.9 
0:J '7 ! , 
JL. ,,,. 
1031 92.6 
t., i1 i:: 
1 ; .i. 1 n...' 
131 88.5 
-------------- ------=-== ===------- ------------ ----------- -----====== ====-======= ----------- - -------==== 
COLUMN TOTALS 570 51.2 185 16.6 181 16.3 111 10.0 193 17.3 73 6.6 1113 100.0 148 100.0 
- --------------------------- ----------------------- ------------ --------------~----------~ 
Nurber of iissing observations= 23 
There is no significant overall change from last year. However, there are notable college differences. ~h~re was 
a 42% decrease fro• the College of Business Administration and a 9% decrease fro1 the College of Hu1an1t1es and 
Fine Arts. indicating they had been on student-faculty committees. 
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TABLE 3 
IS CHEATING A MAJOR PROBLEM? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------r- ----------
UNDERGRADUATES l. 








NO. X NO. Y. 
92 24.8 24 i3.1 
279 75.2. 159 86.9 
---------- ----------




















SOCIAL ~ CONTINUING 
BEHAVIDRAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
NO. NO. X 
36 10.1 e 11.1 









193 17.5 72 b.5 1104 100.0 
GRADUATE 
COLLESE 




---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----------...-----------~ -------------------------
Number of missina observations= 43 
Table 3 indicates the ext;n~ to whic~ cheating is a problea at UNI. There was no significant overall change fro• 
last year. There ~as. a 9i. inc~ease 1n the nu1ber of ayes froa the College of Business Ad11inistration and a 10% 
decrease froa Cont1nu1ng Education. 
TABLE 4 
---------------------------------~~--~~1!~--~~~~~--~-!!~~0!t _ PROBLEM? ----------t------- ______ . _ :-----------· 
UNDERGRADUATES I : : 







----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ --
COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES 












NO. % NO. 't. NO. !{ NO. Y. NO. X NO. Y. 
54 14.6 26 14.4 25 14.2 9 8.4 49 25.5 11 15.7 










I COLU~;N TOTALS 369 33.7 180 16.5 176 16.1 107 9.8 192 17.6 70 6.4 1094 100.0 : 126 100.0 , 
~-------------- ----------------------~----------- ------------ -----------------------~---------------------------
Number of missing observations= 64 
Approxiaately 18% of the graduates felt drug usage was a problea on this ca.pus. about the sue as last year. 




IS DRINKING A MAJOR PROBLEM? 
----------------------------------------------~~~~;;~~~~~~;~---------------------------- -----------1- -----------, 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & corn NU ING ROW GRADUATE 
AND Fiflf NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATIOri TOTAL COLLEGE 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. :t. NO. Y. NO. NO. NO. NO. f/ . 
123 64,4 38 52,8 I 584 53,4 66 48, 9 
68 35.6 34 47.2 I 509 46.6 69 51.1 
========== =============L=========== = =========== 
_:~: __ :~~~----~=---~~~ ___ [:~~=-:~~~~ -~-:=~-:~~~~-
Nu~ber of ~issina obs2rvations = 56 
Approxi1atel¥ 5~i. of the undergraduates and 497. of the graduates felt there was a major drinking problem on this 
campus: This 1s a 157. decrease _fro~ t~e. Graduate College over last year. Variations across colleges when 
co1fa~ing l~st year to the present 1s ngn1flcant. There was an 11% increase in "yes" froll the College of Business 
Ad11n1strat1on and 15% decrease fro• the College of Natural Sciences. 
TABLE 6 
ARE YOU AWARE OF FACULTY HARASSMENT? 
r--------------------------------------------CO~~::::R~D~~~~~LS------------------ ~-----r-------------~--GRADUATES-; 
-------------i------------ -----------, -----------:------------------------ ------------~----------- - ------------
CATEGORY 
COLLEGE OF i COLLEGE COLLEGE QF 
COLLEG~ COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 




NO. X NO. X NO. Y. NO. Y. NO. x rm. V " NO. 7, riO. 
45 23.2 9 12.3 187 16.8 18 12.6 
149 76.8 l 64 87.7 927 83.2 125 87.4 
194 11.4 I 73 6.6 1114 100.0 143 100.0 
-------------------------------------- -----------' -----------· -----------· ------------------------·------------- : 
Number of missing observations= 27 
Although there is no significant change fro• last year concerning faculty harass1ent of students at UNI. there 
still retains approxiaately one fourth of those within the Colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts and Social and 
Behavioral Sciences who feel that faculty harass1ent exists. 
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TABLE 7 









COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FHJE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
NO. \{ NO. X NO. X NO. 
7 3.8 8 11.0 6 5.9 
178 96.2 65 89.0 96 94.1 
5 11. 6 
38 88.4 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL L CONTINUING ROW 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
SCIENCES 
% NO. 
8 7 .8 2 5.4 









44 91. 7 
=========== ==-------- ----------- -------------- - ----------
COLUMN TOTALS 185 3~.1 73 13.4 102 18.8 43 7.9 103 19.0 37 6.6 543 100.0 48 100.0 
Number of Gissing cbservatiDns = 693 
Table 7 indicates the extent to which such harass1ent, indicated in Table 6, was reported. 83% of the responding 
students indicated that they were not aware of faculty harass1ents. but 4 7% responded to this i te1. Thus. the 
results are not valid. The responder undoubtedly did not read this ite1 carefully. 
TABLE 8 
ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY DISCRIMINATION? J ~- -----------, ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
-------------~----------- ---------------------- ------------ -
COLLEGE CF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE 
OF 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROij 
OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
CATEGORY 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
NO. '!. NO. t.' if NO. 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
% NO. Nb. I/ ,, 
Yee 
No 
71 19 .2 33 18.2 46 25.6 28 26.2 42 22.0 
299 80.8 148 81.8 134 74.4 79 73.8 149 78.0 
-------------- =--------- ----------- ========--
COLUMN TOTALS 370 33.6 181 16.4 180 16.3 107 9.7 191 17.3 
-------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------
Number of missing observations= 40 
NO. 
19 26.0 
r : "f ,.. 
J't ,~. \) 
NO. Y. 
239 2i. 7 
863 78.3 
============ ----------- -








As for last year, there was approxiaately 21% of the graduates aware of discriainations of any kind on this ca1pus. 







NO. ., , 
TABLE 9 







COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
I 
GllADUA 1 ES 1 
HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES J 
- - - ! 
Nu. 1 NO. x ND. :,; NO. x r:o. Y. 
1 
I NO. ;; : 
-------------- ----------- ---------- -------,-.- ---.-----~- --i . --- .- )- ---_-- _ .- , -- ---.--------:-t-------~-"l 
Yes 12 6.0 7.4 8 ,,I:, o 0 . .J ,l !u.~ '.:i !I.I.'! I !/2 7.0 I 1 3 v, lj 
No 188 94.0 75 92.6 97 92.4 58 100.0 96 89.7 43 89.6 557 93.0 ' ' 50 · 94.3 / 
I , 
=========----- ----------- ---------- ========-=-f=========== =========== ============f=========--=====-=--=====-
CQLUMN TOTA~S 200 33.4 g1 13.5 105 17. 5 : 58 9. 7 , : 07 17. 9 48 B. 0 i 599 100. 0 53 l 00. 0 ' 
~-------------- -----------~-----------------------------------1 ----------- ------------~------------· -~-----------
Nu;ber of missi ng observations= 632 
Table 9 indicates the extent to which discriainations were reported. As in Table 7. the students did not respond 
correctly to this itea. 
TABLE 10 
WOULD YOU ATTEND UNI AGAIN? 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------
UNDEF:GRADUATES 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
---- ---------~----------- ----------- -----------r----------- -----------r------------ ------------ - ----------
1 COLLEGE OF · COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE CO~LEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING RO~ GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATUFAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS 
CATESORY 
rm. :{ NO. X NO. 
SCIENCES SCIENCES 
Y. NC. :, rm. I/ II NO. I/ II NO. 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ------------ - ----------





28 15. 7 
76 71.0 
31 29. 0 





Ne 18 9.': 17 11. 9 
-------------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ==========1===========- ============ ============ = ==========-
-=~~~~~-~~~~~~- -~~=--=~~~- -~:~--~~~~- -~~~--~~~=-~-~~: ___ :~~ l-~~=--~~~~-~--~~---~~=--l-~~~~-~~~~~---1 -~:~-~~~~~-
Nutber of missinc observatiors = 59 
Approxi1ately 85% of the graduated students would attend UNI again. 
There. was a .lOi. decrease fro• the College of Natural Sciences, 9i. 
Behavioral Sciences and a 9i. decrease from Continuing Education. 
6S 
.This reaains consistent with past years. 
increase fro111 the College of Social and 
TABLE 11 




~~~~~i~~~~- -;~~~~;~--- ;~~~~~~-i~---:::~~::~::- ---:::------ - ::::::~:-
OF 0~ AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ;~-----:--- :=-----=---1:~-----:--- ;~-----=--- ;~-----:--- =~-----:--- --------:--- - -----------
-------------- , Li. ____ :, ___ ,,u. ___ _ 1, ___ ,i • ____ "___ w. ____ 1,--- r . ____ • ___ r1 • ____ "___ -~=~----~--- _ ~~~----~--
.. na, n .. " " • "" n • 43 et " 8' 81) 4 l ' . nn O cci; 'JC: n gee ' nn C, i 13 70 . 
'.es I r~~ :.:·~ I l;: ~~·: 1 ·~. ,, I b •• I 'fb /:,~ .;" '"·: n~~ ';'.; 'n ·",.: 
Im I ,:::i :j,0 I ttl 10 .. l 3c 18.3 21 19.o 37 2U, 1J , 18 25., cc:1 2v.4 c:9 c:Q,j 
==============F==========~==========~ ===========~=======================~=========== ============= = ========== 
,.nl"M 11 TnT'·' C: I n65 "" 9 I t" ' 1' n t"<; 16 2 ,~'7 ° 9 ,n,, 1'7 n . "" • n 1•n7 09 Q 142 99 9 l,!J U 11 U tilu 
I 
j · . J,J, .' , .J<j /:i,C ,/.; • , •}; I• 11:lJ / ,l\ j /j 0,t) V/ , " I , 
---------------~---------- I __________ : -----------' ----------~-----------~----------- _____________ L_) __________ J 
Nu;ber of Gissinq observations = 65 
80% of the responding graduates indicated they were employed while attending UNI. Approxi1ately 59% of these 
baccalaureate graduates on a half-time basis and 58% of the graduates full-time (see Tables 11 and 12). Al1ost 25% 
of the graduates fro• the College of Natural Sciences worked full-ti1e. 
TABLE 12 
HOW EMPLOYED? 
... ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . --r------ -----
UNDERGRADUATES l i 
1--------------- ----------------------- _____ cOLLEGES_r_scHOOLS -----------~------------ ------------l- _GRADUATES' 
i I . COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
COLLEGE COLLEGE HUMANITIES DF SOCIAL & CON TINU ING ROW i GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOT AL I COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES ' 
CATEGORY -~ ----- ... --- .,------ ,, --- ,n -----" --- In----- t• --- -------" --- ~" ----- " ---- -- , ----- 'i ---t- IT-----,· --
NU, !, r10. ., ~w. ;\ ,Ju. 7, NO. ~ ,,U. 1, NO. :, . ,W. ,; 
--------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------~- ----------
Full time 28 10.7 14 10.1 20 14.b 19 22.6 15 10.4 Ii 21.6 107 13.1 : 63 58.3 
' Half time !47 56. i 95 68.3 75 :4. 7 44 52.4
1 
87 6(:,4 31 60.8 479 58.6 33 30.6 , 
:;;:;;;:;;;;:;. ·;;; .. ;;:;. ·;;; .. ;;:;. ·;;; .. ;;:;· .. ;; .. ::::·1·;;; .. ::::·r··;; .. :;:(··f ··:::·1::::·, a f 1::•1:::;1 
~-------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------~------------------------~--------------------------
Nuibe r of missina observation;= 359 
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TABLE 13 
SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTORS LISTED BY STUDENTS 
AS HAVING POSITIVE INFLUENCE 
The response to itea III (13), "Please name any instructor who has had a positive influence on your dcvelopaent as 
a student at UNI." yielded the following infonation. Hach individual and his/her department head was notified of 
this finding. 
The following comments summarize the results from those graduating students responding to the above stated item. 
ApproKimately 55% of the instructional faculty at UNI were cited as having a positive influence on the graduating 
student ' s development while at UNI. 
The following data shows the distribution of how often the instructional faculty was cited: 
Cited once 145 
1 <cited< 5 times 184 
5 <cited< 10 times 81 
10 <cited< 20 times 33 
20 ~ cited times 12 
Total 455 
The above summary indicates approKimately 28% of the cited instructional faculty were chosen at least five (5) 
times. with 3% at least 20 times. 
How often colleges were identified is summarized below: 
7, of possible ~o_l,J~ge ff .Different Faculty 
64 Business Administration 61 
45 Education 97 
59 Huaani ties and Fine Arts 118 
49 ~atural Sciences 59 
74 Social & Behavioral Sciences 82 
427 
The discrepancy between the two totals is eKplained by the fact that 17 areas were cited other than colleges. 
E.g . • Intercollegiate Athletics, Academic Advising, Educational Media, Library, etc. 
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IV. SURVEY COMMENTS 
1992 UNI GRADUATING SURVEY 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
* new materials need to be presented instead of re-circulating old 
material 
* Marketing Advertising majors should be required to take graphic arts 
courses 
* Accounting II & Corp. Finance: poor teaching job in these subjects 
FINANCIAL AID 
* poorly administered; lost forms and failed to notify me of problems 
* too many students trying to answer questions 
* given false information on graduate student aid - had to call ISU for 
answers 
~ need to review client/staff relationship 
GRADUATION ORIENTATION 
* send complete info in mail ahead of time 
* inform us at least one day ahead of time as to what stage we are on so 
we can tell family members 
* the man (Gordan) on the microphone was rude and threatening; treat us 
like adults and we will act like adults 
GRADUATION REGISTRATION SERVICES 
* women not always cooperative 
* wouldn't let me register for classes by mail 
* need to review client/staff relationship 
GRADUATING STUDENT SURVEY 
* questionnaires need a "don't know" column 
* hate filling out these surveys 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
* more development and networking in co-op education 
LIBRARY 
* unhelpful computer supervisors 
* excellent library 
PARKING FACILITIES 
* inadequate 
* serious problem 
* unfairness in married housing to share hanging tag. Bogus to pay to 
park in front of my home 
* bike racks needed desperately 
* day parking permits need to be made available in the Ed Center for 
Dissertation Committee Meetings 
PLACEMENT CENTER 
* job sources come from Des Moines Register before Placement 
Services 
*setup for business majors 
* very disappointing 
* business-school oriented; recruit more interviews for other majors 
* review client/staff relationship 
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
* understaffed 
REDEKER "WINE & DINE" 
* helpful for interviews w/prospective employers 
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REGISTRATION 
* classes close before seniors get a chance to register 
* unfriendly women in registrar's office during registration 
* need to review client/staff relationship 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
* enjoyed Lawther Hall 
* positive residence hall experience 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
* advisors need more training and methods courses need to be 
stronger 
* lost between education and content area 
* make Sec. Ed. more of a priority 
SOCIAL WORK 
* department is weak 
* test questions irrelevant 
* disliked group projects where individual grades are based on 
performance of other students 
STUDENT HEALTH 
* charged for services when it was impossible for me to use since I was 
on internship & health center doesn't provide weekend services 
* why do grad students have to pay when they live in their own 
residence 
STUDENT TEACHING 
* students need to get core experience prior to student teaching. Maybe 
it should be set up like an internship 
TENURED FACULTY 
* tenured, bad instructors here too long 
* need to realize they are here to teach 
* use it as an excuse not to help/teach students 
WRITING CENTER 
* very helpful 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
* great place to learn 
* beautiful campus 
* needs more tight, cohesive "rah-rah" atmosphere 
* university cannot afford to keep good teachers 
* crowding problems 
* really enjoyed the atmosphere 
* need honors program 
* teachers use profanity and stereo-typing 
* some teachers feel students are second priority 
* "thank-you" for all I've received, and I hope standards will reach 
higher goals 
* stop all increases in tuition, room & board, and computer fees 
* be more lenient on out-of-state tuition 
* Pres . Curris should be more student-oriented 
* overall great UNI experience 
* grading fairness depends on the professor 
* UNI student government is corrupt, political power 
* not impressed when I transferred from Kirkwood - need to inform 
transfer students more about the campus 
* Northern Iowan: irrelevant information 
* teachers really seem to care as a whole 
* money should be allocated to scholarships and tuition assistance 
instead of new, performing arts centers to replace existing adequate 
buildings 
* priorities should include (1) quality teachers in right quantities to 
allow students entrance (2) assistance for poor students 
* UNI quality institution & hopefully atmosphere will not be lost 
69 
* Ethnic diversity needs to be stronger, especially those who are not 
intercollegiate athletes 
* Gilchrist needs to be run smoother with less hassle for the student 
* certain professors utilize manipulative efforts to control & screw up 
students 
* faculty is excellent on the whole 
* all French profs excellent 
* very satisfied with the education I received 
* Over 3/4 of my classes were taught by my advisor, Dr . Harms, who was 
very degrading 
* Even though I had a 3.80 GPA, I had to fight for a scholarship. Dr . 
Somervill was very helpful. 
* Fred Abraham told me my freshman year I would never graduate . He has 
been the drive behind me. 
* Broadcasting Dep't. could benefit from new equipment . 
* history of Graphic design should be offered 
* at ISU, graduating students aren't required to take finals if they 
have certain minimal standard. Also, at ISU diplomas are given their 
diplomas that day . 
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MAJOR CODES FOR KEY EffiY 
<GRADUATE SURVI!Y STUDY> 
3 Biology--all (includes Natural History Interpretation) 
4 Chemistry--all 
5 Communication & Theatre Arts 
6 Communication & Training Technology 
7 Communication--Public Relations 
8 Communication/Broadcast 
9 . CoHunity Health Education, Community Recreation. Health Educ:1tion 
10 Computer Applications in Education 
11 Computer Science, Computer Information Systems 
12 Counseling--all 
13 DIT 
14 Double Major 
15 Rarly Childhood Education 
16 Rarly Childhood Special Education 
17 Harth Science & Geology 
18 Economics 
19 Ed D 
20 Education of Gifted 
21 Education Administration--all(College/lJniversity Student Personnel, F.lementary & Secondary 
Principal ship) 
22 Educational Media 
23 Educational Psychology (Includes General Educational Psychology & School Psychology> 
24 Rle1entary Education 
25 Rnglish 




30 Home Rcono1ics--all 
31 Industrial Technology--all non-doctorates <Includes graphic communication} 
32 Interdisciplinary Studies--all (American, Asian. General. Humanities. Individual. Latin American. 
Russian/Soviet} 
33 Leisure Services 
34 Library Science . 
35 Management--all (Includes Business Education--teaching, Management Information Systems) 
36 Marketing 
37 Mathematics--all <Includes 1ath k-9) 
38 MBA 
39 Middle School/Junior High School Education 
40 Modern Languages--all 
41 Music--all 
42 Philosophy & Religion--all 
43 Physical Education 
44 Physics 
45 Political Science--all <Includes Public Administration) 
46 Psychology 
47 Reading 
48 Safety Education 
49 Science major--(lncludes Science Education} 
50 Social Science Major 
51 Social Work 
52 Sociology. Anthropology & Criminology 
53 Special Education & Special Education--Mental Disabilities 
54 Speech--Language Pathology (Communicative Disorders) 
55 Teaching 
56 TESOL--all 
57 Therapeutic Recreation 
UNI GRADUATING STUDl!NT SURVl!Y 
HAMIi _____ ~-~~~--~~ STUDl!NT II ___ _ Sl!X__ COLLl!Gll OP _______ _ 
<LAST> (FIRST> <N> 
INSTRUCTIONS: You are asked to reflect over your years at UNI and respond to these ite11. The infor1ation you provide vill 
be used: <I> to i1prove student services, (2) to provide student opinions for accreditation reports, and (3) to 
1ake a profile of graduating students. 
CONFIDENTIAL: Your na1e will NOT be identified on any report. 
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
• t Rl!CORD • Rl!CORD Sl!MIISTl!R/Yl!AR • (X) TRANSPBRRl!D 
IX> CURRl!NT DBGRl!B • <X> CURRICULUM • GRADUATING MAJOR • FIRST l!NROLLBD AT UNI t PROM ANOTHl!R I NSTI TIITIOH 
• • • • 
> Bachelors • > Teaching • t Pall Seaester 19 t ( ) Yl!S -
t t t • 
> Graduate • ) Non-Teaching 1 t Spring Se1ester 19_ t ( ) NO 
t t t t 
• • • Suuer Seaester 19 • 
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
I. CIRCLI! YOUR DBGRl!I! OP SATISFACTION WITH: II. BBLOW ARI! SOMII Sl!RVICl!S OR ACTIVITil!S AT UNI. 




Yery Dissatisfied Did HOT UH it 
Does HOT apply . . 
S D N 1. Union Progra1s (Maucker Union) 
V S D Ve N 1. Overall quality of teaching at UNI S D N 2. Intercollegiate Sports (as a spectator) 
VS D Ve N 2. Courses in your 11jor depart1ent S D N 3. Intra1ural and Recreational Progra1s 
V S D Ve ff 3. UNI general education courses SD N 4. Student Governaent <RISG or RRA> 
V S D Ve N 4. UNI teacher education courses SD N 5. Musical Presentations 
VS D Ve N 5. Your participation in aajor departaent SD N 6. Theatre UNI/Lyrics Theatre UNI 
activities SD N 7. Art Jlxhibi ts 
V S D Ve N 6. Your overall education at UNI SD N 8. Northern Jovan <UNI Newspaper) 
V S D Ve N 7. Relationship of UNI courses to your career S D N 9. Placeaent Services <Student Services Center) 
VS D Ve N 8. Intellectual level of UNI students S D N 10. Undergrad Registration Services 
VS D Ve N 9. Fairness of Grading at UNI S D N 11. Controller's Office <Business Office) 
VS D Ve N 10. Instructor's accessibility and helpfulness SD N 12. Writing Center <Acadeaic Achieve1entl 
VS D Ve N 11. Student Teaching S D N 13. Reading/Study Skills (Acadeaic Achieve1entl 
VS D Ve N 12. UNI's re1f°nsivene1s to student suggestions S D N H. Matheaatics Lab <Acadeaic Achievement> 
VS D Ve N 13. !our tota experience at UNI SD N 15. Tntoring <Student Support Services) 
VS D Ve N H. Your intellectual developaent at UNI S D N 16. Pinancial Aid Services (Gilchrist Rall) 
VS D Ve N 15. Your social developaent at UNI SD N 17. Student 1!1ploy1ent Services <Financial Aid) 
VS D Ve N 16. !our developaent of independence at UNI SD N 18. Career Services (Student Services Center) 
VS D Ve N 17. Your involve1ent with current issues S D N 19. Residence Kall Living 
VS D Ve N 18. Diversity of backgrounds of UNI students S D N 20. Food Services (Residence Ralls) 
VS D Ve N 19. Co1prehen1ive Bxa1ination1 for GRADUATH SD N 21. Library Services (Rod Library) 
students S D N 22. Parking Facilities 
VS D Ve N 20. Candidacy procedures for GRADUATH students S D N 23. Caapus Security 
S D N 24. Religious Student Centers 
III. CIRCLB Y for Yl!S ORN for NO FOR THI! FOLLOWING ITBMS: SD N 25. Graduate Registration Services 
S D N 26. Acadeaic Advising <Student Services Center) 
y N 1. Kave you been a GRADUATB assistant at UNI? SD N 27. Student Support Services 
y N 2. Did you serve on a student-faculty co11ittee at UNI? S D N 28. Counseling Center <Student Services Center) 
y N 3. 11 cheating a aajor problea at UNI? SD N 29. Cooperative Education 
y N 4. 11 drug usage a 1ajor problea at UNI? S D N 30. Foreign Student Affairs (Gilchrist Halli 
! N 5. 11 drinking a aajor proble1 at UNI? SD N 31. l!thnic Minorities Cultural Center 
! N 6. Are you avare of any instances of sexual harassaent S D N 32. Graduate Adaissions <Student Services Center) 
of UNI students by UNI faculty? S D N 33. Student Health Services (Student Health Center) 
y N 7. If Yl!S to 16, did you report it? SD N 34. Curric~lua Laboratory (l!ducation Center) 
y N 8. Are you aware of any type of di1cri1ination at UNI? 
y H 9. If Yl!S to W 8, did you report it? 
y N 10. If you could start over. would you attend UNI? 
y N 11. Were you eaployed while attending UNI? 
12. If e1ployed while attending UNI. Circle PT for full-
tiae, HT !or half tiae, and LKT for less than half-ti1e. 
13. Please list naae(s) of instructor(sl <in space to the right) 
vho have had a positive influence on your developaent as a 
student at UNI: 
COHMIINTS: (Use back if needed) 
Office of Institutional Research - GDB:t1 
PLl!ASI! Rl!TURN THIS COMPLl!TBD PORN 'IO THI! PROC'IOR AT 
COMNl!NCl!MIINT INSTRUCTION Nl!KTING or send to Dr Gerald 
Bisbey, ~ffice of Institutional Research, 212 Gilchrist 
Kall, Un1ver1ity of Northern Iova, Cedar Palls, IA 50614-
0033 Thank You. 

